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Hazel and Hardin, two small towns
located in and near Calloway County,
are in line to receive housing grants
from the U. S. Department of Housing
and Urbap Development (HUD)
totaling jusi.under 91-million combined,
officials announced this week.
HUD has asked the city of Hazel, in
"south Calloway County, to submit a full
application for a $485,200 block grant,
while Hardin, located in south Marshall
County about two miles from the
Marshall-Calloway County line, is
asked to submit a full application for a
8488,700 grant.
Although it was earlier stated that
Hazel has received the HUD grant, the
cityhas actually teen asked to submit a
full application for the grant money,
• according to local sources. Officials say
a HUD request for a full application
almost assures a city that it will get the
federal money.
If approved in final form, both grants
are expected to provide 100 percent
housing rehabilitation money for such
major housing repairs as new walls,
heating and electrical repair, floors and
ceilings and exterior repair of roofs and
porches. Both grants also provide
money for acquisition, demolition and
clearance of some structures.
In Hazel, city board chairman Joe
Thompson said city officials there are
"real excited" about the grant
notification. "I feel this will be a steap
ahead for this city, something Hazel is
in real need of."
Thompson said "some houses in
Haiel are substandard and in need of
improvement.' Hazel council members
are expected to meet Monday, review
the application and go ahead with final
details, Thompson said.






NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — Con-
tradictions between a special grand
jury's report and an earlier study by
the Kentucky State Police have
rekindled emotions over the May 1977
fire at the Beverly Hills Supper Club.
After the State Police report was
released last September, Gov. Julian
Carroll predicted indictments would
follow.
When the Campbell County, KY,
grand jury presented the results of Its
five-month investigation to Circuit
Judge John Diskin on Wednesday, there
were no indictments and, instead, a
rebuke of Carroll's statement.
"I lost my whole family in that fire
and I can't believe it. All I've got to say
is that they haven't heard the end of
this," said James Zorick of Cincinnati,
who lost his father, brother and aunt in
the May 28, 1977 fire at the Southgate,
Ky., nightclub.
The panel of seven men and five
women found instances of negligence,
but concluded it was not criminal in
nature.
".k was obvious to the Jury that many
matters could have been dealt with in a
different manner and, as a con-
sequence, the results could have
possibly been different," the jury said.
The panel presented 21 rec-
ommendations for improvement of fire
safety ranging from implementation Of
smoke detectors to taking politics out of
the state fire marshal's office.
That office was the target of heavy
criticism by the Kentucky state report,
and shortly after it was issued Sept. 19,
Carroll suspended then Fire Marshal
Warren Southworth. a political ap-
pointee, and several other officials.
"It appears most strange that former
officials of this office are suspended
and removed for weakness in ad-
ministrative ability, but then are
assigned either to other agencies or to
other positions in the Kentucky _ mar-
shal's office," the panel said.
The grand jury said the fire mar-
shal's office had "very shoddy record
keeping," was understafffed and
suffered from a lack of communication
with other departments.
A recommendation that the office be
separated from the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Insurance has already been
accomplish4d.
"It is a travesty that a disaster such
as Beverly Hills Supper Club has to
occur before the need for these changes
is recognized and instituted," the grand
jury concluded.
Carroll said he was surprised by the
findings, but added, "I have no reason
to question them.-
"While I recognize what they did as
within their prerogative, I am in-
terested in what evidence was available
to them that contravenes the findings of
the Kentucky state police," Carroll
said.
"I think the public would like to know
about that evidence because it would
give the publlc much more confidence
in the conclusions reached by the grand
jury."
--g;teial or the relatives of those
'persons who died in the fire were in-
censed at the grand jury's findings.
"I don't see how anyone in their right
mind could have come to such a car
elusion. It's a farce," said Ev,
Jury
Neill, who lost his son and daughter-in-
law in the fire.
Neil said he still hopes . for better
results in civil litigation currently
pending both in circuit court here and in
U.S. District Court in nearby
Covington, Ky.
More than 1,000 defendants are being
sued for a total of over $2 billion.
Many of the conclusions reached in
the earlier report were either con-
tradicted or not discussed in the grand
jury report.
Bothidocuments did agree that the
fire was electrical in nature, but
disagreed on the number of people in
the Cabaret Room — where a show was
going on at the time of the fire.
The Kentucky state report stated the
room was "grossly overcrowded" with
about 1,360 persons, while the grand
jury report estimated between 900-1,000
patrons.
While the Kentucky state report cited
"culpable acts" which were intentional
violations of known safety standards,
the grand jury found many problems to
be due to a lack of communication.
The club management appeared to
make every effart tn_tomply With
requests by local and state regulatory
agencies, the grand jury said.
The Schilling family — which owned
the club — declined comment on
Wednesday's report, noting that they
were still involved in civil litigation.
The Schillings have kept a low profile
since the fire, except to respond on one
occassion to Carroll's charges against
them.
The grand jury report also concluded
there was no delay in notifying patrons
of the fire and, in fact, some patrons
failed to react and remained seated
until it was too late.
No mention was made in the grand
jury report of the building violations
cited in the Kentucky state report,
which called the club an "electricians'
nightmare" and took notice of highly
flammable materials used in the club.
"The state report was injustice
against the Schillings and some of the
principals involved," said Ken Paul,
mayor of Southgate. "The state report
was so explosive in pointing the finger.
The grand jury came back and said that
was premature and wrong."
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likely today ending tonight. Highs
today in the mid to upper 80s.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
60s. Partly sunny and mild
Friday. Highs in the low 80s.
Winds light southwest to west
today becoming light north to
northeast tonight.
of trustees chairman Jerry Lovett, told
press there, "I think it will be a real
shot-in the arm for the south part of the
county."
The Community Development Block
Grant will provide money for
rehabilitation and repair of 43 sub-
standard houses in Hardin, and 40 for
the city of Hazel, according to Rick
Hatfield, a community development
and housing planner with Purchase
Area Development District in Mayfield.
Hatfield said he worked closely with
city officials in both towns in preparing
the grant applications.
Hatfield said funding for the Hazel
grant is expected in late October. City
officials in both towns have the option of
hiring a director and setting up an
agency to administer the grant or of
contracting through the county, Hat-
field said.
The planner said he and Hazel city
officials conducted a preliminary
survey when preparing the application.
"In the preliminary survey, we went
around to each house and talked to the
people who owned them and had them
to fill out a form listing the defects (in
the house)," Hatfield said.
Eligibility for the grant money will be
determined by family income. Families
have combined incomes under $8,000
will be eligible for the home irn-
- provement grant money, Hatfield said,
Calloway County. Judge-Executive
Robert 0„..Mfller today callett-the fact
that Hazel is invited to submit a full
application for the HUD funds,
"Great!"
"This indicates there is a good
probability that Hazel will be approved.
Normally they don't send out the
notifications unless they are going to
approve them," Miller said. The judge-,
executive said his office is available to
assist the city in making the final ap-
plication.
Hatfield said Hazel and Hardin were
the smallest cities in the Purchase
asked to submit full applications for
HUD Community Development block
grants.
Murray submitted a similar ap-
plication for a project in the Douglas
area of Murray. Reportedly HL'D has
turned that application down.
HUD asked the city of Mayfield to
submit a full application for a $786,000
project, Paducah for a 92.9-million





The Calloway County Fiscal Court
has been awarded a 91,200 grant for
a communications project in the
sheriff's department.
The grant award was presented to
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller by
John L. Smith, secretary of the
Kentucky Department of Justice,




Of the total award, $1,080 will come
from the Federal LEAA while $48
will come from the Kentucky
Department of Justice and $72 from
local sources.
Calloway County's is one of nine
criminal justice projects submitted
by Purchase area units of govern-
ment which was recommended for
funding by the Kentucky Crime




The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hold its next regular
scheduled meeting on August 8, 1978.
at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
courthouse. The items scheduled for
this months meeting include the
following; finance committee monthly
skatas freighj, depot;
discussion of pool use for retail
merchants; recognition of past park
board members; a proposal from
David Graham on Christmas lighting





ARTIE DOES ELVIS — Local people will have a chance to take a trip down
memory lane Friday and Saturday night when Artie Mentz brings his tribute
to Elvis show to Murray. The event, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, will be at Jaycee Fairgrounds. Mentz is shown here talking
with Jaycee President Ted P. Delaney and performing in Marshall County.
The entire act is presented in the late Elvis fashieon complete with
bodyguards and the traditional tossing of the scarf. Mentz's performances
are said to thrill audiences and bring back rememberances of the "King."
Tickets for the show are on sale locally at People's Bank and Bank of
Murray, S4 advance, $5 at the gate.
Photos and Text By Jennie kcordpn
County Applying For Federal
Disaster Aid Due Jo Drought
Calloway County officials are asking
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll to
declare the county a disaster area in
connection with farm crop losses due to
an excessive dry summer.
County Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller said the declaration would put_
the county in line for certain federal
disaster benefits.
Officials met Wednesday to discuss
the situation at the local Agriculture
Stabilization Service office, Miller said.
"Your are advised that Calloway
County has received 3.20 inches of rain
since,May 13. We have received ex-
cessive damages to crops due to lack of
rain," Miller told the governor.
Miller indicated that out of a total
145,000 acres in soybeans, corn,
tobacco, popcorn, pasture and hay
here, corn has sustained a 70 percent
loss, early soybeans, 45 percent, no-till
beans, 100 percent, tobacco, 25 percent,
hay 40 percent and popcorn 80 percent.
Officials added, "The loss could in-
crease if present weather conditions
prevail."
Officials are asking for emergency
credit to reduce the amount of security
required for emergency loans, for
livestock feed and for emergency
conservation measures such as
allowing grazing and haying of cover
crops.
Excessive Rainfall Sends Texas
Rivers On Rampage Early Today
BANDERA, Texas (AP) — Raging
floodwaters that have killed at least
eight persons in the central Texas hill
country gathered new strength today
after clouds dumped an additional 14-
inch deluge overnight.
The waters of the upper Guadalupe
River reached new crests today, even
as authorities were trying to locate per-
sons missing from Wednesday's
flooding.
The National Weather Service in San
Antonio warned residents of the
Guadalupe flood plains to evacuate a
20-mile area. About 200 persons were
forced to leave Kerrville and nearby
Ingram on Wednesday night.
The torrential rains spawned by
tropical storm Amelia caused rivers to
surge from their banks into riverfront
communities and campsites early
Wednesday.





ranches alike were ravaged, and the
LBJ ranch was turned into a swamp.
In a region where residents recently
worried about drought, one river rose
10 feet in one hour, submerging a high-
way bridge.
Heavy rains that hit the area Tuesday
and Wednesday turned several nor-
mally placid rivers into surging death
traps. In a 48-hour period ending
Wednesday night Kerrville had re-
ceived 22 inches of rain,
The flooding devastated much of
Bandera, Comfort and Medina.
Kerrville resembled a war zone as
National Guard troops, Army and state
police helicopters and scores of police
deposited stunned refugees at evac-
uation centers.
Telephone communications were
severely hampered in the stricken
areas and it was difficult to account for






feared the death toll would rise.
Children rescued from the Serendip
Camp on the Medina River were taken
to the Pipe Creek Volunteer Fire
Department. Refugees from Camp
Bandina were taken to.. a church in
Bandera.
National Guardsmen forded a stream
late Wednesday night to rescue 156 girls
from the isolated Herman-Scott camp.
The girls were taken Loa high sehoelln
Comfort where they were reunited with
their families.
Early today the Texas Department of
Public Safety reported the-„Guadalupe
River rose 10 feet in one hour, covering
a highway bridge on highway 281, about
40' miles north of San Antonio.
Gov. Dolph Briscoe asked that all
three counties be declared disaster
areas and madeeligible for emergency
assistance funds and programs.
• as
RED CROSS VOLUNTEERS — Forty-oae stations will be filled at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital by the Red
-Cross Votanteers beginning Aug. 1, acerredinglerlfetivryn-Glover, chairman of Volunteers. The-group met-at the
Calloway County Public Library to plan the new years' work. Pictured above left, front row, are Mrs. Glover, Mar-
jorie Kipp, Freda Butterworth, Katherine McCauley, Paulette Miller, Janet Denton; second row, Corinne McNutt,
Alberta Griffith, Anne Wood, Betty Shepard, Leone Travis, Irene Curry, lean Blankdriship, Kathy Hodge and lane
Hopson. The group saved the local hospital and the community over $12,000.00 last year in donated time, ac-
cording to Stuart Poston, hospital administrator. Others may join in volunteer work by calling 753-1421.
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Miss Tamra Osbron,
August fifth bride-elect of
Ricky Cunningham, has been
honored with several bridal
events.
A household shower was
held June 29th at the
Educational Building of the
New Providence Church of
Christ with Wanda Hughes,
Nix Ann Osbron, and Deedy
Dunn as hostesses.
The honoree wore a beige
and rust pant outfit from
her trousseau. She was
presented with a corsage of
pink and yellow carnations
and daisies.
The table was overlaid
with i white lace cloth over
a yellow cloth and the
centerpiece was - a pink
candle centered in a candle
ring of pink and white
flowers.
Refreshments of punch,
mints, nuts, and cake
decorated with- pink and
yellow rosebuds were ser-
ved.
,Games were played.
- forty-five ----poitsons attended
qr sent gifts.
Another household shower
was held on July seventh at
Miss Lisa Smith, August
fifth bride-elect of Tony
Wilson, has been com-
plimented with special
prenuptial events.
The first was a household
shower given by Martha
Andrus and Diana Lyons at
the community room of the
Peoples Bank on July 10. _
Miss Smith and her mother,
Mrs. Roy Smith, were
presented with corsages of
blue and white carnations.
Refreshments of fresh fruit
plates, lime sherbert sodas.
nuts and mints were served at
the table overlaid with a white
lace cloth centered with an
arrangement of roses,
Queen's Ann lace, and baby's
breath.
Approximately fifty persons
were present or sent gifts. The
hostesses presented the
honoree With a wedding bridal
book
At punch party was held at
the Bank of Murray on July 18
at seven p.m. with Joni
Guthrie, Leeanna Dick, Kelly
Williams, Janie Flora; Beth
Outland. and Jan Outland as
hostesses
For the occasion the
honoree was presented with a
corsage of blue, pink, and
white silk flowers by the
the Educational Building of
the New Providence Church
of Christ with Sheila
Spiceland, Rose Spiceland,
and June Curd as hostesses
who were assisted by the
Ladies Sunday Morning
Bible Class.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of white
daisies. She wore a red and
white sundress.
The table was decorated
with a red and white
checked cloth and centered
with a basket of multi-
colored flowers.
Also decorating the table
were two large cooper pots
holding the drinks with the
cookies served in two
wooden dough bowls. An old
stirrup held the red and
white checked napkins.
The register table was
overlaid with a brown cloth
with a beige dollie placed
over the top. A brass vase
with white daisies decorated
the table.
Refreshments of cookies
and cold drinks were served.
Forty guests attended or
sent gifts.
hostesses ivh0---also gave her a
picnic basket and picnic ac-
cessories.
Punch and fruit in a carved
out watermelon, along with
nuts and mints, were served at
the table covered witha white
cloth centered with an
arrangement of red and pink
roses and carnations.
Miss Teresa Cunningham
entertained with a deck party
at her home on Tuesday,
August 1. The hostess
presented the honoree, her
mother, Mrs. Roy Smith, and
her twin sister, Miss Teresa
Smith, with corsages of white
daisies.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with a white cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of yellow daisies and shasta
mums. Arrangements of
yellow daisies and mums were
placed at paints on the deck.
Miss Cunningham presented
the honoree with a buffet dish
as a wedding gift.
BENTON PATIENT
Dismissed July 26 from the
Marshall County Hospital,











Mrs. Jean Tucker of Diuguid Drive, Murray, announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter,
Shari, to Gary McClure, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd McClure of
Murray Route Five.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Gerald H. Tucker
and the granddaughter of Howell Tucker of Aurora and Mrs.
Earlene Tucker of Warrensburg, Mo., and James Frank
Parker of Benton Route Three and the late Mrs. Wilma Dell
Parker.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mc-
Clure of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Sanford McClure.
Miss Tucker is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
Schoor Mr. McClure is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is presently employed at Fisher-Price Toys in
Murray. He is a member of the Kings Sons singing group.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 2, at five
p.m. at the New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, New Concord. A
reception will follow the ceremony in the community room of
the North Branch of the Peoples Bank, Murray.








Mrs. Debra J. Gordy and
Baby Boy, 1601 Walnut,
Benton, Mrs. Joan M. Gar-
dner, Rt. 8-Box 1210, Murray,
Robert C. Cook, Rt. 4-Box 180,
Union City, Tenn., Mrs,
Waltrud Murphy, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Robbie N. Larnastus,
1109 Fairlane, Murray, Mrs.
Sherry K. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Frances W.
Shea, Rt. 6, Murray, Donnie J.
Prescott, 1713 Farmer,
Murray, Cynthia G. Moore,
Rt. 4, Mayfield, Mrs. Pat K
Heeselrode, 408 So. 4th.,
Murray, Mrs. Reba M.
Griffith., Rt. 1 Box 91,
Mayfield, Mrs. Louise W
Fair, 117 So. lath., Murray,
William T. Crouch, P. 0. Box
452, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Darlene Colson, 1401 Poplar,
Benton, Mrs. Janie S. Myers,
So. Side Manor Apts. Apt A4
Broad Ext, Murray, Mrs.
Helen L. Wright, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Valta Walker, 700
Murray Ct., Murray, Miss
Erie Stewart, 1319 Olive Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Lottie L.
Pendergrass (expired), Rt. 1,
Farmington.
eootirnauh







New 8. Used Paperbacks -
Used Records Albums - 75'
139 91C  









11 a.m. daily except Sundays
2:00 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
$2.50adults— $1.50 Children
Special Rates for Charters
Kenlake Marina



















Miss Lisa Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith of
Murray, has completed plans
for her wedding to Tony
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy J. Wilson of Bardwell.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, Aug.
5, at four p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church with
the double ring ceremony to
be read by the Rev. Dr. Walter
Mischke, Jr.
Mrs. Richard Farrell will be
organist with duets to be sung
by Miss Karen Jackson and
Miss Joni Guthrie.
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her father and
has chosen her twin sister,
Miss Teresa Smith, as her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
will be twin sisters, Miss
Delores Horichul and Miss
Delaine Honchul.
Best man for Mr. Wilson will
be a brother, Ted Wilson.
Groomsmen will be Tom
to Our entire selection of
genuine leather blazers,
jackets, & full length
coats in this season's
most wanted styles
& colors are reduced
20% to 40% for 3 days
'only. Leather coat
illustrated is one of
many styles to choose
from.
Wilson, also a brother, and
Paul Anderson, a brother-in-
law of the groom-elect. U.shers
will be Dale Chadwick and
Reza Timaji. Chad Wilson,
nephew of the groom-elect,
will be the ringbearer. ,
Following the ceremony the
reception will be held in the
social hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
LUNCHEON FARE
Tuna Bean Salad Rolls
Fruit and Cheese Beverage
TUNA BEAN SALAD
Italian cuisine couples the
two main ingredients.
1 pound, 4-ounse can white






3 tablespoons olive oil
3 tablespoons wine vinegar
Salt and pepper to taste
4 small scallions, finely
sliced
- Salad greens
Mix together the beans, tuna,
oil, vinegar, salt and pepper.
Sprinkle with the scallion and
granish with the salad greens.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
Save 20% to 40% on




Our entire selection of
genuine fur jackets &
coats are reduced 20%
to 40% for 3 days only.
Choose from full length
coats, jackets, hooded
jackets, leather & suede
trim jackets & coats.
Fur coat illustrated is
one of the many styles.
Regular 8599
Our entire selection of
wool coats are reduced
20% to 40% for 3 days





hoods & petites. Coat
illustrated is one of
many styles.
Regular 89993300 5900S7Z"
Central Shopping Center- Murray, Ky.
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Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasuigarne, M D
4
Q. Mr. S. D. asks why
society continues to de-
pend on psychigtrists and
psychologists in courts to
determine the mental
competence or the emo-
tional state of persons
brought to trial.
He adds, "I think the
record of accuracy of
these 'experts' must be
low, and I am inclined to
feel that the results may
be unfair to the defendent
In court and to society.
Why Use Mental
Experts in Court?
A. You are not alone in
your opinion.
The American Civil Lib-
erties Union recently is-
sued a lengthy report in
which the competence of
mental health profession-
als was questioned, includ-
ing their value in the
courts. The ACLU pointed
out that so-called experts
often disagree in the same
case. -
Perhaps the principal
reason that mental health
professionals are used in
court is that nothing better
has been available.
Whereas lie detector tests
have proved quite accu-
rate in determining
whether a person is being
truthful, and voice record-
ings also have more re-
cently proved to be de-
pendable in checking the
veracity of a person when
he or she speaks, no objec-
tive tests, such as those




Honest To Goodness Bargains
age
EEL AIR SWOPPING CENTER
153-1195
Children's Fashions
HRS. 10-6 NON. SAT
10-8 FRI.
Months Playwear
Reg. to $13.00 SALE $200-$300-$400
Toddlers - Boys' & Girls'
- Shorts - Shirts - Tank Tops
Slacks. .Reg. 2.89 to 6.50
Girls - Infants & Toddler






By Curity Reg. $8.49 Doz. SALE
Girls 3-14
• Dresses
Reg. $12.00 to $39.00
Sportswear
Shorts - Slacks - Tops - Jeans
Reg. 5.50 to 14.00_
Boys 4-20




Reg. Value to $17.00
SALE







Boys& Girls fall Boys& Girls




urine, have been developed
so that they are reliable in
the determination Of sanity
air insanity. Such a test
would be very useful.
Past behavior and re-
sponses to questions have
to be used to judge the
mental and emotional
state of a person. Judg-
ment of the examiner has
often proved to be inaccu-
rate.
Destroying Nearby
Ragweed May Reduce Al-
lergy Symptons
Q. Mr. M. A. writes that
he is troubled by hay fever
from ragweed In the fall of
the year. He lives outside
of the city and has some
ragweed growing near his
house on his property.
He wonders if it will be
helpful to alleviate his
symptoms if he cuts down
the nearby ragweed
plants.
A. Clearing *out the
nearby ragweed before it
matures and produces any
pollen should prove helpful
to you during the upcoming
ragweed season. Studies
made by the Air Pollution
Control League of Greater
Cincinnati and reported re-
cently in U.S. News &
World Report show that
most ragweed pollen falls
within 160 feet of the plant
on the downwind side. The
lessening in the pollen
count in your home will
help to reduce the usual
irritation to your nose and
eyes.
If any nearby neighbors
have ragweed on their
property, it would be wise
to try to get them to -de-
stroy the plants before pol-
lination. Early destruction





Pairings for the Advance
Group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, August 7 at
nine a.m, are as follows:
Court One: Lynn Stout, Joni
Billington, Kathy Burchfield,
and Kay Ray.




Court Three: Pat 'Greer,
Agnes Payne, Jean Hurt,
and Charlotte Gregory.
Substitutes who may be
called are Shirley Boone,




Water is an essential
nutrient for life. All body
processes take place in .
solution. You, get water from
beverages, also from -solid"
foods, many of which contain
a lot of v'ater. Boiled potatoec
for example, contain 78
percent water. Ordinarily,
your feeling of thirst is a












To Beat The Heat Our
Sidewalk Bargains













Baby Girl Barrow (Zandra
1705 Wells, Murray.
DISMISSALS
'Mrs. Janice S. Wi1sn and
Baby Boy, CR Box 13, New
Concord, Ronald L. Wyatt,
Box 64, Dexter, Gene N.
Bailey, 1008 Westgate,
Murray, Mrs. Treva M. Block,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Jarod D.
Cheatham, 810 Taylor,
Mayfield, Steven T. Higgins,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Donna J.
. Lyell, Rt. 3, Clinton, Donna S.
Mosley, Rt. 2, Box 96A,
Murray, James T. Nance,
Gen. Del., Hazel, Mary A.
Pike, 507 N. Pawnee Dr.,- —
'Spring - Tenn.
Evelyn F. Story, 1708 Farmer,
Murray, Sherry L. Walker, Rt.
8, Murray, Mary H. Watkins,
Rt. 2,- Hazel, Myron D.
Vanleer, Hart Hall MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda L.
Rayburn and Baby Boy, Rt. 3,
Murray, Edward 0. Chad-
wick, 106 So. 12th., Murray,
Charlie I. Carter, Rt. 1-Box
132, Murray, Charles M.
McFarland. 821 Farris St.,
Paris, Tenn., Euel B. -Morton,
Rt. 4, Murray, Conn L. -
Spencer, Rt. 4, Murray, Albert
0. Cook (expired), Rt. 3,
Murray. -
LAST WEEKEND
Save $150.00 to $200 on Every

















Buy several ond SAVE'
All Summer
PANTSUITS
REG. 37.00 TO 78.00








Hundreds of fobulous summer dresses at prices
so low you'll wont several' They all must go
,3t any cost. They wont last long! Hurry in and
make your selection. Junior, missy o,-,d half-sizes
ot Bright's, your fashion leader'
All day Friday and Saturday
"op..






Umbrellas - o• volu.
99' Sunglasses ,Voisiesti 3 99
OUR ENTIRE SUMMER STOCK!
SHOE CLEARANCE




















LESS 1 2 ANDMORE!
Lingerie and
loungewear
REG 1 50 TO 28 00
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Thursday, August 3
The Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight
pin, at the lodge hall.
Praise Band will present a
free concert at Maranatha
Christian Center, North 12th
and Olive Streets, Murray,
at 7:30 p.m.
Kenlake State Park will
have a hayride at 6:-30 p.m.
starting at horse stable, fish
pond at recreational room at
seven p.m., and square
dance on lawn behind the





Association will meet at the
club house at seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam State Park Twilight Cabaret
at 8:30 p.m. 
perform at Kentucky
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
will
Friday, August 4
Golden Age Club will have
a potluck luncheon at the
social ha:1 of the First
United Methodist Church at
twelve noon. Note change in
meeting place.
Slide presentation and 45
minute field trip on colorful
wildflowers will be at Center
Station, Land Between the




Once again an unique inexpensive
decorating scheme.
Cloth Pictures
Stretch on frame included with kit - you assemble
or we will Many different prints to choose from
First Time Seen In This Area
VAitioN> &AK:1EN
1914 Coldwater Rd. 753-0317
Open Monday through Saturday .10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday, August 4
Shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by -nine a.m. for
morning shopping and 11:30
a.m. for afternoon shopping.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include arts and
crafts at recreational room
at ten a.m., 8-ball tour-
nament in game room at
one p.m.; dinosaur egg hunt
at two p.m. and watermelon
seed spit at 2:30 p.m., both
on hotel front lawn;
parachate games at cam-
pground bathhouse at 3:30
p.m.; Kenlake Maze on hotel
front lawn at 4:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stable at
6:30 p.m.; slide show on
"Living With the River" at
seven and 9:45 p.m.;
Lakeside Singers at hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
- Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State




















All Spring & Summer







Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:30
p.m.' with Mike Baker as
chairman.
Oaks Country Club twilight
golf is scheduled at 5:30
P.m.
Saturday, August 5
Four by four Drag Race,
sponsored by Twin Lakers
Four Wheelers, Inc., will be
held at the Benton City Park
at seven pin.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
_
Classes of 1935 and 1936 of
Lynn Grove High School will
have 'a reunion at the
Holiday Inn with social hour
at six p.m. and dinner at
seven p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
State Park, old beacharei,
at 8:30 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
"Ground and Growth" walk
at 3:30 p.m., and "Night
Visual" 142 hour drive at
8:30 p.m., both at Center
Station, and folk dancing at
The Horneplace 1850, from
seven to ten p.m.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
will meet at the lodge hail
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday. August=5
Kenlake gtare— Park ac-
tivities will include tennis
lessons at hotel court at nine
a.m.; ice cream eating
contest at hotel patio room
at one p.m.; junior fishing
derby- at hotel playground at
two p.m.; stagecoach ride at
horse stable at two p.m.;
egg toss at campground
bathhouse at three p.ru.;
bubble gum blowing contest
at hotel front lawn at four
p.m; junior ranger program
A campground bathhouse at
4:30 p.m.; hayride at horse
stable and volleyball at hotel
court, both at 6:30 p.m.;
"Today's Country Sound" at
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Our Lowest Price Playard M It's Lowest
Only $2488























Friday 8t Saturday, August -4 & 5
All Shopping Centers anfiDowntown Merchants Will Have Bargains Galore
On The Sidewalk And In Tlie Streets!! The Largest Inventory In History Will Be —
Of fe re ciAt Low Prices
SHOP MURRAY AND SAVE!!























































































































There is an idea gaining
favor that the best education is
one that trains students for
jobs.
Gov. Julian Carroll is one of
many opinion molders who like
to expound on that theme. His
message is, there is no sense in
everybody going to college
because a lot of good jobs don't
require a college degree.
That's a very simple view of
higher education — that the
only reason to learn is to earn.
That view is gaining ground
nationally. High school kids
aren't toddling off to college at
the rate they used to. A growing
percentage of collegians are
postponing or skipping
graduate school.
Kentucky seems to be
bucking the trend. The state's
universities report graduate
school enrollments are holding
their own, and Kentuckians are
hitting the books with as much
gusto as ever.
That's encouraging.
Classrooms are not the only
us (;eorore tlac-kett
places people learn. But they
are — or should be — places
where learning is cherished
and encouraged.
The "Learn to Earn"
philosophy ignores the prin-
ciple upon which our free public
school system is based: an













LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — There's
an old saying that you can take a man
out of the country but you can't take the
country out of the man.
With Mason Combs, it was moun-
tains. He left them at an early age,
completed his education, and became a
successful illustrator.
Now he's back in the hills of
southeastern Kentucky, where he
divides his time between two worlds.
During the day, he runs the phar-
macy which feeds his family. At night,
he picks up a sketchbook and captures
on paper the scenes he knows and loves
best.
"I'll stay with it until 3 or 4 a.m. When
rm absorbed in what I'm doing, I
usually don't sleep more than three or
four hours," Combs said.
He has painted many of the state's
historical spots, including Cumberland
Falls, and recently completed a pen
and ink reproduction of the Bingham
Building in Pineville, his hometown.
"I wanted to get every bit of mud,
tobacco juice and grime that was on
that building into the drawing. All of my
past memories helped me."
It takes a keen eye to detect "those
little extras" which the 54-year-old
artist adds to the canvas.
"I like to put ghosts and goblins and
other things in windows or other places,
just for myself."
Price tags on originals signed by
Comte start at $500 and climb rapidly
but prints are available for a few
dollars.
How does an artist justify the coat of
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4.107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort whew the General
Assembly is in sess on by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writin to them in care
of the State Ca itol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators








"The public doesn't want to be
cheated so there has to be an honesty
about the value placed on your
creations. Mine are executed to the
point that reflects my own demands for
perfection." •'
Time also is a factor. In addition to
the hours that he's in the studio, Combs
makes field trips.
"I spent two years stalking the huge
turtles that inhabit the South Carolina
shore. In June, my timing was right. I
found one that conveniently laid her
eggs while I was on the beach."
He sketched the scene and is using it
as the subject of his newest painting.
Combs prefers pen and ink but is
equally skilled with watercolors and
egg tempera, a favorite of the old
masters.
"To make egg tempera," he ex-
plained, "you mix egg yolk with
distilled water and then add pigment.
At times, I grind coal and earth
minerals to get pigments. I enjoy
mixing the paints myself. It's like the
chemistry involved in pharmacy."
He studied art in Nashville, served in
World War II, obtained a phaiinacy
degree from Duquesne University but
joined the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph as
an illustrator.
"In those days before television, we
were the ones who provided the visual
impact of a story for millions of
readers."
Seeking a bigger challenge, he went
to New York and became an apprentice
to Saul Tepper, an artist represented in
major magazines.
But the big city lost its attraction and
he decided to come home to the
Mountains "which I love and where I
belong.
"They instill in you the freedom to
paint what you want, the way that you
see it."
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
'ese-ereicome atettee 40 the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
Garrott's Galley
B) M. C. Garrott
When They Tee It Up Next Week
For The Shrine, Watch This Fellow
Next week when the golfers roll into
Murray from all over this part of the
country to tee it up for the annual
Shrine Tournament, to be played this
year at the Murray Country Club, there
will be one local fellow in particular in
the field who bears watching.
He is Dwain McIntosh, our assistant
fiplic information man at Murray.
StafF. Most West Kentucky sports fans
will remember Dwain as the young
man upon whose broad shoulders
Paducah Tilghman almost rode to the
state high school basketball cham-
pionship back in 1953.
Dwain is a strong, long-driving
golferpHe can hit a golf ball a country
mile, and when he has all parts of his
game clicking together, he can post
scores with the best of them. He also is
a member of the Oaks Country Club out
west of town.
The other afternoon while playing a
twilight 18 with Dan Roberts, the radio-
-television specialist in our office, he
literally blistered the back nine holes at
the Oaks with a five-under-par 31
despite a bogey five on the 390-yard llth
hole. His drive had wound up wider a
small pine tree.
He had started the nine with a
chipped-in birdie on the 140-yard 10th
hole, picked up the bogey at 11, parred
the long 4-par 12th and then rolled in a
wide-breaking, 25-foot putt on the 475-
yard 13th for an eagle.
He then almost drove and birdied the
310-yard 4-par 14th and immediately
picked up another on the 160-yard 15th
when a 40-foot downhill putt found the
cup. At this point he was four under par.
He next parred both the 16th and 17th
before tapping in a 2-footer on the 5-par,
540-yard 18th for his fourth birdie of the
round and the fine back-nine score of 31.
He took only 11 putts on that back
nine, which was the best nine holes he
has ever played at the Oaks, although
he has dipped into the 60's on occasions
for a full 18— occasions upon-which all
phases of his game also were clicking.
This is the toughest part of the game of
golf, getting all parts of your game
together at the same time.
Put with the three-over-par 39 that he
had shot on the front nine, he went
blissfully home that evening with a two-
under-par 70 for the 18, which is good
golf on any man's course on any given
day.
+++
Dwain learned his golf at Paducah's
Paxton Park where he started caddying
almost as soon as he could tote a bag.
Like so many who started playing the
game as caddies, his first clubs were
old, wooden shafted ones long
.discarded by some, more affluent
players and regularly shared with
caddying companions.
"It was a change in putting style, I
guess, that did it the other day," he said
after his five-under-par round. "I just
tried to swing the putter loosely and let
it do the work, and it paid off. I just
hope it will keep it up."
+++
It's not every day that I have the
opportunity to meet and visit with an
honest-to-goodness, certified, bona fide
and authenticated All-American
football player, but I had that pleasure
last weekend during the Murray
Invitational golf tournament at the
Murray Country Club.
He was Steve DeLong, a personable,
giant of a man who was an All-America





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — While
Kentucky government tries to get'
foreign manufacturers to locate in the
state, it also seeks markets in other
countries for products made in Ken-
tucky.
Officials of the state Commerce
Department see the efforts as a
beneficial two-way street.
Foreign-owned plants in Kentucky
create jobs and add to the state's tax
base, while expanded markets overseas
mean more money and more stability
for Kentucky firms
Companies in the state export a wide
range of products including chemicals,
appliances, farm machinery, and food
and tobacco processing equipment,
said Cary W. Blankenship, in-
ternational trade economist with the
department's Division of International
Trade.
"All figures given us by the U.S.
Commerce Department and other
federal agencies show that a firm with
as small as 5 percent of its overall sales
as exports is able to withstand a
recession or downturn in domestic
sales," Blankenship said.
He said Kentucky firms, especially
small and medium-sized manufac-
turers, are becoming aware of the
benefits of selling their products in
other countries.
"There is a greater awareness on the
part of small and medium site
manufacturers that they can no longer
rely only on sales to Ohio, Indiana or
Blank engfilria.—"`
Blankenship, who has a master's
degree from the University of Kentucky
In international economics, was hired
last September to shel3herd the growing
state government effort to find foreign
markets for Kentucky industries.
He said he is counseling smaller
firms on how to work in international
marketing and how to handle foreign
transactions.
"We are sort of a conduit of in-
formation," he said. A monthly bulletin
from his division gives information on
foreign trade along with leads and in-
quiries.
Blankenship's division also surveys
foreign markets, developing contacts
with brokers, bankers, government
agencies, distributors and private busi-
ness.
The efforts apparently are paying off.
The division recently received word
that it has won a special presidential
award for building up exports. The
award is given by President Carter in
an effort to stimulate a more favorable
balance of trade.
Blankenship said a 1977 survey shows
that of Kentucky's approximately 3,000
manufacturers, more than 400, or 14
percent, are actively engaged in ex-
ports. That compares with 7 _percent
nationally.
"For the state of Kentucky, that is
darn good." Blankenship said. He said
federal figures list Kentucky 23rd
among the states in export of manufac-
tured goods, with $1.16 billion worth of
goods exported in 1976.
That is more than double the 1973
exports. Blankenship said he thinks
Kentucky's exports are increasing at
about 5 to 8 percent annually.
'MT ItereT--drTifit irtRithie •
ricultutal products or coal shipped
abroad. Figures in those areas are
much harder to calculate.
,Looking Back
1960's, playing under three different
coaches while he was with the Volun-
teers — Bowden Wyatt, Jim McDonald
and Doug Dickey.
Steve, who was playing in a foursome
with Buck and Herb Hurley and Gene
Gordon, all of Benton, is a native of
Norfolk, Va., and is married to the
former Jackie Dill of Bentgp.
mother, Mrs. Evelyn Hurley Dill, is a--
sister of the Hurley brothers, and now
lives in Knoxville.
He and Jackie met while students at
UT, and today they have a daughter,
Stephanie, 13, and a son, Keith, 11.
After being awarded the Outland
Trophy as the outstanding' college
lineman in the nation in his last season
at Tennessee, Steve went into
professional football with the San Diego
Chargers where he played seven
seasons as a defensive end at 255
pounds as compared with the 220 he
carried during his college days.
Then, after one year with the Chicago
Bears, he retired from pro football in
1972. He now lives in Lawrence, Kan-
sas, from where he travels the nation as
national sales manager for a firm
which supplies plastic cups and other
food service items to concession
operators on more than 150 of the major
college and university campuses in the
country. Johnny Reagan and his
Murray State concession crews are
among his customers.
This is the second year in a row that
he has arranged his schedule so he
could play in the Murray tournament,
and he proudly pointed out the faet that
Russ Cochran, a left-hander. Tike-he is
had won the tournament. What did
Steve shoot? 77 the first day: 94 the
second.
What happened? You'll have to ask
him that. I'm not about to.
10 Years Ago
Dr. Charles A. Hornra was named by
the Murray State University Board of
Regents on Aug. 2 as chairman of the
Department of--Psychology at Murray
State.
Deaths reported include Ronnie
Robert Lee, age 19, killed this morning
in an automobile accident near Fancy .
Farm.
The Rev. Glenn Armstrong of Beaver
Dam Baptist Church will be the revival
speaker at the Spring Creek Baptist
Church, Aug. 3-10, according to the s,
Rev. John Redden, church pastor.
Stan Key, an outstanding high school
basketball player from this area, wall.?
participate in the 1968 Kentucky High_
School Coaches Association charity all
star game in Lexington tonight.
The 1936 class of Lynn Grove High
School had its first reunion on July 30 atl
the Murray Woman's Club House. .
20 Years Ago
A move is underway to annex anothe.
portion of land to the Murray Citt
limits. The area is roughly north ance  
west of the present city limits and takeit
in the general Five Points area. ;•"
Joseph E. Pace, Jr., son of Mr. and:i
Mrs. Joe E. Pace of Murray,
recently promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant in the U. S. Naval Reserve
He is presently serving at Millington,
Tenn.
Dr. H. C. Chiles is observing his tenth;
anniversary as pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Murray.
Births reported include a boy, Robert;
Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Adams",
on July 25, and a boy, Steve, to Mr. az4
Mrs. William T. Downs on July 22.
ovNere .= rnw officers A..
dgaMrs. Harold Speight, and Mrs. E
bey.
Auxiliary are Mrs. Claude Andersoi
Mrs. Ethel Key, Mrs. David Henry
Mrs. Ned Wilson, Mrs. Peter Kutur
30 Years Ago
Dr. Walter F. Baker, chiropractor:'
this week moved into his suit of offices
located in the new Tucker building. Hak.
offices were formerly over the Bank et;
Murray.
William J. Colburn of Murray ha4
been awarded a medical scholarship at::
the University of Louisville.
R. L Williams of North Eighttg
Street, Murray, today brought an Irish-:
potato into the office of the Ledger
limes which weighed 142 pounds. The::
potato, grown in his own gardetii::
measured approximately eight inchen:::
in length and four inches in diameter. •'
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Henry and
children of Jonesboro, Ark., will arrive
this weekend for a visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Tarzan's Secret Treasurer" starring
Johnny Weissmuller.
Bible Thought
Come ye yourselves apart into ik
desert place and rest awhile.
Mark 6 : 31. •:*
Our Lord recognized the need fors;
renewal of both the body and the::
spirit. Vacations are part of God's -
plan.
Today In History
By Thc Associated Press
Today. is Thursday, Aug. 10, the 222nd
day of 1978. There are 143 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the Japanese
offered to surrender in World War II if
Emperor Hirohito would be permitted
to keep his throne.
On this date:
In 1821, Missouri became the 24th
state.
In 1845, the U.S. Naval Academy was
established at Annapolis, Md.
In 1914, France declared war on
Austria-Hungary at the start of World
War I.
In 1921, Franklin Roosevelt was
stricken with polio at his summer home
..at Campobello Island in Canada.
In 1967, the people of Gibraltar voted
to retain their link with Britain rather
than return to Spanish sovereignty.
Mirntraytedger iir Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
. Gene MeCutcheon
EdiThter Murrai Ledger & Tunes is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Myrray Ne%_v_sper14., Inc. 103 N 4th
Murray. icy 42M gernrid Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42171/1
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
earners, 12.50 per month, payable in advance
By mall in Calloway I'ounh and to Benton, Har-
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and I. armington, Kv . and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn . 119.50 per
yaw By mail to other destinations. $3500 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press__
Aasociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Associat ion
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray




Retail Ihsplay Advertising 753-1919
ircutation 753-191a
News and Sports Dept 753-191S
In 1974, President Gerald Ford, in his
first full day in office, asked the
members of former President Richard
Nixon's Cabinet to stay on.
Ten years ago: Presidential nomined
Richard Nixon got a fill-in on the
Vietnam peace talks in Paris from
President Lyndon JohnsonAid U.S. ne-
gotiator Cyrus Vance.
Five years ago: Israeli air force jets
intercepted an Arab airliner inside
Lebanon and forced it to land in Israel
but then conceded that the wrong plane
had been seized and allowed it to fly on
to Iraq.
One year ago: Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II was on a visit to Northern
Ireland under tight security.
Today's birthdays: Singer Eddie
Fisher is 50 years old. Former movie
star Norma Shearer is 74. Singer
Jimmy Dean is 50.
Thought for today: Beware the fury
of a patient man — John Dryden,
English poet, 1631-1700.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics-of 
interest.
Editors reserve the tight to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Mtn s -TOT tesp oriden ce le
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
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Firemen Die In New York TragedyHundreds Flock To View Where
NEW YORK (AP) —
From high atop a tall crane,
F.iremen in a bucket sprayed
water on blackened beams
and girders. Smoke billowed
from smoldering ruins.
All day and all evening
Wednesday, hundreds
watched the three men in
the •'cherrypicker," pressing
against police barricades in
their curiosity to see where
Az men perished.
Hundreds more jammed
Ocean Avenue with their
ears, riding by and staring
at the burned-out Brooklyn
supermarket as long as they
could before police urged
them away.
But in two small, old brick
.firehouses on tree-liqcd
streets not far from the fire
scene, no crowds gathered.
There were just grim-faced
men standing in big door-
ways, waiting to go out on
next -fire. •
.•. Six Comrades had been
arried to fiery deaths when
:the roof of the Waldbaum's
'aupermirket collapsed
beneath them. It was the
fire department's worst
-.tragedy in 12 years.
Seven firemen are
hospitalized, four in critical
condition; 36 other persons
were injured, all firefighters
except for an Emergency




Richard Viazun said hi.,
union was "outraged" by the
fire. He blamed the deaths
on "undermannmg and a
delayed, inadequate
response" to the fire — two
recurring themes in the
union's current ;contract
drive.
Mayor Edward Koch. who
was at the fire scene,
retorted, "There are six
dead heroes today and we're
not here to discuss collective
bargaining over their
bodies."
Koch said the deaths were
"hard to accept."
"It indicates how much we
owe our firemen. It's just
overwhelming. It's very
difficult to talk about."
Both the Fire Department
and the union scheduled
news conferences today to
discuss their investigations
of the fire.
The cause of the fire was
not immediately known, but
the cause of the deaths enc.
Almo Church
of Christ







most injuries was obvious:
collapse of the roof on which
at least 12 firemen were
chopping ventilation holes.
Ladder Company 156 on
East 14th Street lost three
men. Ladder Company 153
on Avenue U lost two men.
At 5:15 p.m. the list of
dead was broadcast over the
fire radio.
Order 5-5-5-5 began: "It is
with profound regret ..."
The names of the six men
followed; so did groans from
firemen.
Battalion Chief Joseph
Smithwick briefed a whole
new complement of men at
156 who were brought in
from other firehouses.
Smithwick said all those
who had fought the fire with
the dead firemen from 156
— Lt. James Cut111o, 311,
Charles Bouton, 38, and
William O'Connor, 29 — had
been sent home, even those
not injured in the fouralarm
blaze.
They were too emotionally
involved, he explained, to
fight another fire that day.
,"I'm pretty emotional
Myself," said Smithwick.
-Five of them were my
men. They all had wives and
children.
"It's like a wake," he
added. "You know there's
nothing you can do.
Everybody here has. a
feeling of sadness, of
helplessness."
Over at 153, the firemen
who had fought fires with
James - McManus, 45, - and
George Rice, 38, and seen
them plunge screaming
through the roof's gaping
hole, had been sent home,
too.
The sixth fireman who
died was Harold Hastings,
40, an aide to the chief of
_iirookkai's 42nd Battalion.
"It's very difficult for me
to express my thoughts,"
Fire Commissioner Augustus
Beekman said Wednesday.
"We are always sorry to
lose men, but if there's
another fire next door we
just run to it. That's our job.
After 113 years, we know we
will always be back. It's just
our job."
John Madigan was one of
the rooftop firemen tossed
into the flames. "It just
melted away," he said of
the root. "Generally you'll
hear a crack or something.
... It just gave way."
Madigan missed the core
of the fire and escaped by
crawling toward the rays of
the sun's light — "God's
light," he called it.
Capt. Frank GudeIts was
also On the roof.
"I was at the front of the
building," he said. "I was
there when the whole thing
fell out from under me. All I
can remember was the
sound, the roar of the roof
collapsing, and then I didn't
hear anything at all. I 4iad
my leg trapped momen-
tarily. Then the guys
brought me out."
When fireman O'Connor
fell into the inferno, his wife
and children were watching.
FASHION JEWELRY
They had arrived at his
firehouse to pick him up
from work just as the alarm
sounded, and they followed
the engines to the super-
market.
"His wife came to li:e
fire.. .and he waved to her
from on top of the building,"
said Pat Halpin, a boyhood
friend of O'Connor. "Then
the roof caved in and he
was reported missing. That












cashier, the first hint that
something was awry came
at 8:10 a.ni., shortly after
the store opened: A work-
man came down the stairs
and said, "There's a fire in
the men's room. Get out of
the store!"
Using the store's public
address system, Miss
Marrone told 10 employees
and 10 shoppers to leave.
"Some people — would you
Famous Name Watches
Bulova • Accutron • Seiko
CHOOSE FROM DIAMOND STYLES • ELECTRICS
• DIGITALS • FASHION • NURSES SKIN DIVER"
• AUTOMATICS






believe it — wanted to be
checked out," she said.
The building was un-
dergoing renovations, in-
cluding a 30-foot extension
into a rear parking lot. The
roof was freshly tarred, and
a sprinkler system had been
installed — but it was not
working yet.
Four alarms brought 150
firemen to the fire, but the























1978 Realistic Stereo Components Priced to Sell. Not All Models in All Stores, But We'll Try to Get You What You Wan
SIX GREAT RECEIVERS!






(Ilitastirsiled is Madsi STA-2000)
*STA-2000 75W 'than ne1 @ 8 ohms 20-20000 Ha 0 25%. THD SIA,IL4_.16W/chanhel @ 8
ohms 20-20,000 Hz. 0 8% THD STA-52 12W/channel @ 8 ohms 20-20,000 Hz. 09% THD
-STA-2T Twrcna-nrbet @ 8 ohms 20-20,000 Hz. 09% THD STA 168 5W/channel @ 8 ohms
20-20.000 Me, 09% THD STA 16 3 5W/channel 8 ohms 30-20.000 Hz. 0 9% THD-
REALISTIC CASSETTE DECKS WITH DOLBY*-SAVE NOW!
TOP-LOAD MODEL SCT-14 FRONT-LOAD MODEL
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
*100 OFF *100 OFFT











SWEET MUSIC-A REALISTIC MUSIC SYSTEM WITH STEREO
SPEAKERS AT A CUT PRICE! -
AM-FM STEREO PLUS CASSETTE RECORDER 
Modulette1939
AM-FM STEREO PLUS CHANGER
Clarinette140
SAVE DUST COVERINCLUDED
THINK OF HI-FI, THINK OF REALISTIC, THINK OF RADIO SHACK!
Olympic Plaza
Closed Sundays 12th Street, Murray- ----
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
•••••
































Doctors May Be Stitching
Pacemakers Into Patients
That Don't Need Them
BOSTON (API — Doctors
are stitching electronic heart
pacemakers into the chests
of people who don't need
them, says a new study.
The report, prepared at
the University of Oregon,
recommends the sometimes
risky operations be limited
to patients with serious
heart illness.
About 200,000 Americans
now carry the battery.
powered heart regulators.
While the researchers
declined to speculate on how
many received them
needlessly, they said many
doctors install them in
people who are relatively
healthy but show presumed
signs of later heart trouble.
The report, published in
today's issue of the New
England Journal of
Medicine, says that doctors
have misread these signs 
. „
and put pacemakers in
people who stand little risk
of serious illness.
"There are an excessive
number of people receiving
- pacemakers," Dr. John
McAnulty, who directed the
study, said in an interview.
"Our study indicates that
they would be protective in
only a very few."
Installing a pacemaker
costs about $6,000, and
recipients require life-long
care that costs about $20 a
mouth. They are also ex-
posed to a variety of
dangers.
"The, risks are that you
can shave trouble with the
surgery that is needed to
install it, including death in
some cases, infections
related to the surgery,
perforation of the heart by









lHours : 6:30 - 5:15
Owner Mary Brandon,
Janice Morris Helper
problem with the pacemaker
that means the patient must
come back for repeated
surgery," McAnulty said.
The National Heart and
Lung Institute says about






whose natural heart rhythm
systems have malfunctioned.
This disorder, called bundle-
branch block, occurs when
one of the muscles that




victim suffers no pain and
lives normally.
However, some doctors
believe this 'disorder can
lead to complete heart
block. When this happens,
all messages from the
body's natural pacemaker
fail to get through. The
heart beat slows, resulting
in dizziness, fainting or
sudden death.
The Oregon doctors
studied 257 people with
bundle-branch block. After
25 months, 15 people — or 6
percent of the total — had
died from complete heart
block.
"If we followed the
criteria used by a lot of
other places, at least 30
percent of the people who
we followed would have
received a pacemaker,"
McAnulty said.
"You can't just take any
persons bundle-brawn-
block and put a pacemaker
in them," he said, adding
that there was no way to
identify in advance the 15
people who died of complete
heart block.
"If we could predict- who
those 6 percent are and put
pacemakers in them, it
would be terrific," he said.
"But it's not worth the risk
and expense to put them in






ONCE A YEAR OPPORTUNITY




A Wurlitzer piano just right for your home. Sturdy & beautiful, aged fruit-
wood, strikes a firm note of history in the styling of this traditioanl piano,
carefully appointed with authentic heritage touches on the music panel. A
proud instrument in both value and performance.
NOW '88888
COME IN...BUY NOW & SAVE!
LAWIes
. (Formorly JAI Maio-James and Betty Clayton, Owners)




1401 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 
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4 roll .19c 51b. 
39c
with $12.50 additional
with $12.50 additional purchase excluding










NILLA WARPS p  12oz 59'
Hyde Park


































  151/2 oz
ORANGE JUICE
Hyde Pork
HAMBURGER DILL 16 oz 49' •
MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
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Lucky Strikes Rally, Whip
Banditos For Softball Title
One could hardly say that
anything could top a state
championship only a week
later, but a league cham-
pionship doesn't hurt any,
either.
•„, The Lscky Strikes, a
t.omen's softball team from
Oenton, only last weekend
raptured the girls' 16-18
tentucky Junior Softball title,
ten followed that up with theurray Women's Softball
League title Wednesday night.
They did it by whipping the
Banditos. last year's league
champions. 7-5 in the first
game Had the Banditos', who
lost their first game Mondly
night. beaten the 1.ucky
SYrikes. a second game would
have been necessary, since
the Strikes were undefeated in
the double-elimination event.
The Banditos, who will host
the Region 10 Nationals this
weekend. jumped to 2-0 and 4-2
leads, but the Lucky Strikes





Navratilova, the top two
women tennis players in the
world, will compete in
Atlanta's $100,000 women's
tennis tournament this fall.
'Defending champion
avert, ranked second in the
world, entered the tour-
nament Wednesday.
Evert won the Atlanta
event last year without
Itising a set . to finalist
Diinnè Fromlioltz.
5-4 lead in the fifth
The Banditos tied it up in the
sixth with a single run, but the
Lucky Strikes scored twice in
the bottom of the inning, then
put the Banditos down in order
in the seventh for the victory.
The Banditos were forced to
win earlier Wednesday to gain
their finals berth. They
overwhelmed the Travelers,
who had beaten them earlier
in the tourney, 13-1. That was
accomplished with a 12-run
outburst in the first inning.
limaass
teas i.e..
rts ssi III -5 II 3
MN In .-1 W
Mel To Turn Pro?
Mel Purcell is leaving
Memphis State University







today that Purcell, had
decided to leave 'school
and possibly give the pros
a try.
"I can understand these
things," Buford said, "but I.
feel he mighrhave been
better off in school another
year or two. He's still got a
couple of fundamentals
that opponents pick on. His
biggest weakness right now





last week, losing to
Californian John Austin in
a three-set, first-round
match.
He compiled a 25-5 won-
lost record at Memphis
State last season, losing
to Stanford's Bill Maxe 6-
3, -6-2 in-the second- round
of the NCAA singles
championships.
"I feel he had a good
Shot at winning it (the
NCAA r his junior year,"
Buford said.
Buford said his main
concern is for Purcell, not
for the Memphis State
team. -He's an admirable
kid, and I want the best for
him, no matter what. I'm
not worried about Memphis
State. We'll survive. I just
hope he does," • <, -
The classroom may have
been a factor in Purcell's
decision. "He had to pass
10 hours this semester in
summer school to be
eligible to play next year,"
said Buford.
Burford also said missed
class time last year may
have hurt Purcell's grades.
"The first semester last
fall, he spent 10 days in
Sweden," Buford said. 'He
was a week late getting to
school because he played in7,





Padres Whip LA For 9th'
Straight; Red Sox Rally
Asssociated Press
'For years they've been
waiting for the Los Angeles
Dodgers and San Diego
Padres to develop a real
rivalry in Southern
Ciabfornio.
:well, they've finally got
one.
:The Padres, longtime
pfitsies to their powerful
nilighbors to the north, are
nit longer playing that role
these days.
!They've won a club-record
*le straight games, in-
c4iding a four-game sweep
or tht Dodgers that
climmated with Wednesday
night's 2-1 victory.
Elsewhere in the National
St. Louis Cardinals 3-2.
Winning pitcher Bob
Owchinko and relief ace
Rollie Fingers combined to
hold Los Angeles to just five
hits. The victory, before a
sellout crowd of 46,751 at
San Diego Stadium, gave
Owctunko only his second




Reds 6, Braves 2
Pete Rose doubled, singled
twice and hit a home run in
his first four times at-bat
and Tom Seaver hurled a
three-hitter to lead Cin-
cinnati over Atlanta. Rose,
whose National League
record-tying hitting streakLiague. Cincinnati '4-upped ended at 44 games against
the Atlanta Braves 6-2; Sat the Braves Tuesday night,Fiancisco _stopped the _
. 14.sustan.....Astros 4-2; ilhe leu me game 
with
fluladelphia Phillies beat doubTe'. • 
He 'then singled
the New York Mets 8-6; the 
home a run in the second
and led off the fourth with aPittsburgh Pirates blanked
single before sending a drive
the Montreal Expos 3-0 and over the right field fence in
the Chicago Cubs edged the_ sixth for his fifth homer
of the season.
"I guess," said Rose with
a grin, "I proved I can hit






Ills.. 1216 - MAW
I— ImIltasIM km Raw
, NEW YORK (.AP) --It-a14-
- depends on your point of
view, so the Boston Red Sox
acted like they' wile, Wed-
nesday night's game while
the New York Yankees wore
the mien of losers.
The scoreboard, however,
read 5-5 when play was
halted after 14 innings at
1:16 a.m. today. The game
will be completed before
tonight's regularly scheduled
contest.
The Red Sox, who have
been slumping of late, felt
like winners because they
trailed 5-0 after three in-
nings, caught up with two
runs in the fourth, two in
the sixth and one in the
eighth and survived New
York threats in the 12th and
14th.
Swinging To The Title
The Lucky Strikes' 1N1 Scott inflows the ball in third-inning actiea
of the Murray Women's Softball League championship against
the Banditos at the Murray City Park Wednesday night. The
Lucky Strikes won the game and the title, 7-5.
Stuff Piens by Terri Wises
Don Zimmer. whose Red
Sox have dropped 11 of their
last 14 games and have seen
iheir. American League East-
lead shrink from 10. games.....
on July 8 to 41-2 over the
Milwaukee Brewers — the
V'ankees trail by 6's and the
Baltimore Orioles are 7's
out — isn't about to throw
back anything these day,
In other AL action, the
Orioles edged Milwaukee 6-5
in the completion of Monday
night's suspended game, but
the Brewers took the
regularly scheduled contest
5-3; the Cleveland Indians
downed the, Kansas City
Royals 5-2; the California
Angels trounced the Oakland'












A. Children's Rugged Oxford
Padded collar and wov‘n striped
inset accent tan upper Lug styled bottom
adds cushion and support
5. Ladies' All-Occasion Oxford
Ouilted.vamp highlights burgundy upper
Padded collar gives•extra comfort
Hill Bros. Shoes
628 Central Shopping Center
Hours 9-9 Mon. Sot 1 6 Sunday
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Swim Team Ends Season
With Dinner And Recognition
The Murray Swim Team
concluded its summer
season with a family picnic
at the Murray City Park
Tuesday.
- W. A. Franklin, president
Pony League All-Stars
of the Murray Swim Team
Association, presided at the
awards ceremony following
the dinner. He expressed
appreciation on behalf of the
board to, Linda Shepard,
The Pony League All-Stars will play their second game of the state tournament in Calvert City at 6 today. They will face
Paducah "8", who dropped a 15-5 decision to Twin Cities Wednesday night in the double-elimination event. Front row, from left,
ore: John Cathey, Randy Montgomery, Craig Darnell, Stacey Smith, Kirk Starks, David McMillen and Bob Fry. Back row are Coach
Roy Knight, Mark McCuiston, Jerry Spout, Don Hargrove, Mike Boggess, Doren Hooper, Vick Marshall and Todd Rutherford. tat
pictured is assistant coach Bob Rutherford.
chairman of the picnic.
committee, and to all others
who helped with the season.
Plaques were presented to
Jay Pitman and Keith King,
coaches of this year's team,
and to. F-ranklin, in ap-





and Joyce Thomas, were
introduced. Martha Pitman
and Shepard, _ outgoing
members, were thanked for
their help to the swim
program.
Silver trays were awarded
to Eric Easley and Margy
Burchfield for having the
most individual wins in all
age groups, boys and girls.
The relay teams with the
most wins during the season
were the 14-and-under and
15-18 girls' medley relay
lams; which both had six
wins.
The girls receiving a
trophy for this achievement
were Kathy Walston,
Suzanne Pitman, Charlotte
Shroat, Jill Morris, Missy
Conner, Robyn Ray, Martha
Pitman, .Kim McCoart,
Marianne Duvall, Kate
Shepard and Missy Mobley.




Made of high-impact plastic Liner is stain and odor resistant Sure grip 
Sizes &
$ 2 9
haryile Push-button lid release Will hold 9 cans of beverage with ice SALE
ai;l iaeN00114ft°
The brand-new sport that s easy to learn and
great tor individual, team. or family clay
Scientific racket design throws super spins
for super curves'
Live Nightcrawler
wIndings and a h.,* poly6ulachsne denier,
provide high initial velocity andAINICellebl dm. •
tance tut1yfl .rco-Cier is highly cut-resistant
Watch for our discount mini-
hardware dept. which will
open in August. We will have
everything the homeowner
needs for those do it your-
self jobs.
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. -753-9491
"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
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The 1978 Murray Swim Team members, front row, from left, are: Robert Hopkins, Ras Rogers, Jim Whitlow, Tim Burchfield,Chris Franklin, Robert Perrin, Barry Wyatt, Mike Holloway;
Second row are: Word Simmons, Marla Ford, Kim Greene, Heather Doyle, Vonnie Hays, Greta Shepard, Kelli Crawford, KellyThomas, Erin Burke, Mel Jackson, Efizabeth Marquardt, Kim Sykes, Gina Brown, Kathy Williams;Third row are: Michael Hopkins, Mary Jo Simmons, Whitney Taylor, Kathy Walston, Marianne Duvall, Kate Shepard, ErinO'Brien, Julie Bartlett, Holly Brown, Shannon Christopher, Martha Pitman, Suzanne Pitman;Fourth row are: Jay Pitman, Margy Burchfield, Leslie Franklin, Tiffany Taylor, Karen Lewis, Missy Conner, Teresa Ford, CharlieWalston, Megan Cappock, Anne Schoenfeldt;
Back row are Jennifer Hammat, Jennifer Rayburn, Clay Furches, Chip lurches, Missy Mobley.
•
Top Point-Getters
The top scorers and their points on the Murray Swirl; Team this post season, were, front row,
from left: Robert Hopkins, 143; Megan Cappodr, 95; Leslie Franklin, 78; Suzanne Pitman, 113;
and Margy Burchfield, 122. Back row are Martha Pitman, 124; Tha i BuichfieW, 101%; Kelly
Thomas 791/2; Kristy Mobley, 1181/2; and Jay Pitman, coach. Not pictured are Inc Easley, 153;















PMIadelphia I, New York 6
Chicago 3, St Louis 2
Pittsburgh 3, Montreal 0
Cincinnati 6. Atlanta 2
San Francisco 4, Houston 2
Sag Diego 2, Len Angeles I
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W I. Pet GB
56 46 549 -
53 51 510 4
49 13 480 7






61 46 570 284
.56 52 519 8
49 57 482 14






St Louts , Vockovich at Chicago
(R Reuachel 4-9
Houston ,RuBle 0-0) at Atlanta , Mahler
3-5). In
Los Angeles (Sutton 11-9, at San Fran-
cisco (Barr II-11, 1n1
Only games scheduled
Pridsy's Games
_ _Montreal at Chicago
Philadelphia et Pittsburgh, 2, ft-n)
- Houston at Atlanta, (n)
• San Diego at ancinruiti, (a)
New York at St.Loula, (n)



















$4 Advance $5 at theeloor
The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
Present
A Tribute To Elvis
with
Artie Mentz & The American Dream
Friday & Saturday
Aug. 4th & 5th at 8 P.M.
With Jack Bastian & The Sound




3 miles south - Hwy. 121 No.
Tickets available at Bank of Murray & Peoples Bank in Murray.












-Baltimore 6-3, Milwaukee 5-5, 1st game
I* innings completion of suspended
- game
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 2
Boston 5, New York 5, 14 innings. sus





Saturday-Aug. 5 - 7:30
Benton Fairgrounds
California 6, Oakland 2
Seattle 3, Minnesota 1
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Augustine 16-9, at Balti-
more (D.Martinez 741,
Boston (Torres 12-41) at New York
(Beattie 3-51, 2. lat game completion of
suspended game, In)
Chicago (Stone 9-71 at Detroit neiterna
sai, in) •
Oakland (Renko 5-5) at California
(Hartsell 2-41i. In)
Minnesota ( D.Jaduon 34 at Seattle
rHoneycott 4-1), In)
Friday's Games
Baltimore at New lifeek-lall
Owego at Detroit, (a)
Boston at MilwautieW
Toronto at Kansagaty, (a)
Cleveland at Team '
Mirausta et Canicula. (el




























Sport Shirts Dress Pants
S241/11 
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The most FAMOUS HOME ENTERTAINMENT SALE of all!
25" Automatic Finediagonal
Tuning Color Console
With_this great Magnavox you will enjoy
accurately tuned pictures on any channel
UHF or VHF. It also has a Super Bright
Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pic-
tures, plus a highly reliable 100 solid-state
,chasis. and, fine fun iture styling, too.
SAVE
$130.00 NOW 4 9 9 95
Great Sound ...Small Price. Magnavox
modular music system. model 1709, offers -
you a full-featured stereo Ffvfl/AM radio.
built-In 8-track player, automatic record
--Changerfwith dust coved and two Sealed •
back enclosures - each With a fine
Save $3(r Now 111




Stereo Theatre - for superb
viewing at the touch of yoar
finger.. and superb listening,
with full Dimensional Sound,
at the touch of a button.
You must see and hear this
magnificent Magnavox to





EXTRA BIG SAVINGS ON THESE















Damaged Cabinet 25 Color

























19" diagonal Portable. Model 4310 offers all
the convenience of Automatic Fine Tuning for
accurately tuned pictures on every channel.
The brilliant color of a Precision In-Line Tube -









STAR SYSTEM TOUCH-TUNE -
DECORATOR COLOR TV
Model 4477 brings you computer sharp.
computer fast 19" diagonal color pictures on
any channel - at the touch of your finger.
Touch-Tune at the set . . . or by remote
control (included)
OW $42995












t Members of the Murray Swim Team compiling 25 points or more ore, front row, left to right:
I Vonnie Hays, Kelli Crawford, Chris Franklin, Word Simmons, Jennifer Rayburn and Michael
Hopkins. Bock row ore Mike Holloway, Clay Furches, Chip Furches, Missy Mobley, Marianne
i Duvall, Kathy Walston and Kate Shepard.
Outstirding Performers
icklaus, Wadkins Have Two
red
Different Outlooks On PGA
By GARY MIROCES
Associated Press Writer
OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) —
greens are groomed for
in golf's 60th PGA
hampionship. Jack
Nicklaus will drink to that.
Lanny Wadkins won't.
"The faster the better.
Anytime you have fast slick
greens you • eliminate an
awlful lot of fellows," said
Nicklaus, who sipped cold




toasting the putting 'surfaces
at Oakmont Country Club,
where championship play__
--begins todayr. —
"I got here, saw the
greens. and decided I wasn't
going to have any drinks or
coffee all week," said
WadVim, the defending PGA
champ who's failed to make
the cut in eight of 20 tour-
naments this year.
"It's just going to be a
case of how good your
nerves are, and I figure I'll
;wed all the help I can get,"
added Wadkins, who was to
play in a threesome with
Nicklaus and U.S. Open
titlist Andy North.- _
Nicklaus, coming off
cpAsecutive victories at the
British Open and the
Philadelphia Classic, is
bidding for his fifth PGA
title. That would tie him
with Walter Hagen for the
alltime lead.
After playing here two
days last week. Nicklaus
skipped all but the final
practice . round _Ibis week.
"I like fast greens, but I
was hoping they weren't
overreacting to a 63 shot
here in 1973 and trying to
make the golf course so
nobody could ,play. it."
Nicklaus referred to the
finalround 63 that Johnny
Miller shot here to win the
1973 U.S. Open. The score,
still a record for Oakmont
and the Open, came on a
day when the greens were
slow and mushy due to
heavy rainfall.
"I like the fast greens
because the better players
win on fast greens. I've had
lots of times when I've had
trouble with fast greens. But
when I'm playing well, when
I'm right, then I. feel I'm
usually right up there with
this kind of course,"NickLaus
said.
Arnold _ Palmer would
agree with that. He
remembers when he lost to
.Nicklaus here...An...the 1962
U.S. Open.
"Jack has a knack for
putting these greens which
is not common among most
of the players," said
Palmer.
That's why Palmer
regards Nicklaus as the
obvious favorite here.
Rose Still Optimistic-Despite
Halt Of Record-Chasing Streak
ATLANTA (AP) — Pete
Rose says he's setting his
sights on the Natinnal
League batting crown and
hints that there are just
enough games left in the
season to give him another
shot at tying the 'major
league consecutive hitting
record.
"I'm 45 out of 46 now and
one for one with 55 games to
go," the Cincinnati third
baseman said following the
Reds' 6-2 victory over the
Atlanta Braves Wednesday.
It took a miraculous catch
by Atlanta pitcher Larry
McWilliams. but Rose's 44-
game hitting streak ended
Tuesday night, tying him
with "Wee" Willie Keeler
for the alltime NL record.
Maybe Rose doesn't really
believe It, but the way he
came out hitting Wednesday
night makes it seem possible
that the 37-year-old scrapper
could hit safely in every
game for the rest of the
season to tie the alltime
mark of 56 games set by Joe
DiMaggio of the New York
Yankees in 1941...
Rose drubbed Atlanta
-pitching- for four hits, in-
cluding a double and a home
run, in his first four at-bats
Wednesday night.
"I guess I proved I can hit
when the pressure's off,"
Rose said, "but I didn't
have anything to prove.
"1 trurix i nave a chance
at the batting title and
you've- got to actUrnulate-the
hits and add them up."
Rose is hitting .318, second
only to Atlanta's Jeff
Burroughs at .321.
"I hit the ball hard," Rose
said of his 4-for-5 outing,
"just like I did last night. I
wish I had got a hit last
night. If I said I didn't I'd
be lying."
But Rose added that he's
not going to dwell on the
end of the streaX.- - —
"I forgot about last
night," he said. "I didn't try
any harder than I did last
night. I didn't feel any
looser tonight."
Landry Content To Stand Pat
The Associated Press
Tom Landry doesn't ex-
- pect the Super 'Bowl
champion Dallas Cowboys to
make many changes this
season. But kicker Effren
Herrera is making that a
hard promise to keep.
can't think of anything
radical we might do,"
Landry said Wednesday
during a break in training at
Cowboys' National, Football
League camp at California
Lutheran College. "Certainly
we're not going to stand still
but the changes we do make
will be subtle."
Herrera is not being
subtle. The Mexican place-
kicker asked the Cowboys to
trade him, saying the team
hasn't offered a salary
commensurate with his
standing as the top kicker in
the NFL.
''I'd like to be traded,"
Herrera said. "If they don't
think as highly of me as I
think of myself, it's time to
move on."
Herrera. who is being
fined $500 per day for each
day he misses camp and
currently owes $6,500, said:
"It's gone too far. I don't
think they have any plans
for me. Maybe it's time to
move to another team which









asking a salary of about
$80,000. The Cowboys have
offered an estimated $45,000.
The Cowboys and the rest
of NFL open their preseason
this weekend. San Diego
faces Seattle on Friday. On
Saturday, it's San Francisco
at Dallas; Cincinnati at
Tampa Bay; Oakland at
Chicago; Kansas City at
Green Bay; Washington at
Minnesota; Philadelphia vs
New Orleans in Mexico City,
Mexico; New England at
Los Angeles; St. Louis at
Miami; Pittsburgh at
Baltimore; Denver at
Houston and Buffalo at
Detroit.
- In an off-the-field set-
tlement, Los Angeles
County's Chief Attorney
John Larson said he has
concluded that neither the
county nor the Los Angeles
Coliseum Commission could
prohibit the Rams from
keeping the Los Angeles
designation after their move
to Anaheim In 1980.
Meanwhile, the Colts and
Lydell Mitchell have still
• tailed to come to contract
terms and the running back
'Missed hTs-lith day of
camp. He 18 being fined $500
for each day he mimes the
training sessions.
Come Into Murray Home & Auto's
Sidewalk Sale








Sheffield steel blades are hollow. forged. Blades
and handles are fully chrome plated7' The 7%-inch
Specialist has a bent design fdr,cutting on straight
,surfaces. The 6'.2-inch_po-Af1is an IdeaLgeneral
utility scissors Both at one low price' ,,1E10A
Uses specially-treated line
to cut an 8-inch path along
sidewalks and around
















UL rated 1A-108 .0 for all
types of household fires








America's best selling autoloading shotgun. Natural
pointing. Gas-operated. Low recoil. Famous for reliable
performance. Vent rib
Up To 24 Months
To Pay On Any
Gun In Stock
MODEL 870
Amerita's best selling pump action shotgun. Double
action bars, receiver machined from solid steel. Inter-




Get $5.00 back from Pitt-
way' with proof of pur-
chase& rebate card.SA76RS
"C" or "D" Batteries
Keep them handy for flash-
light*, toys, morel C 950-405-4
L mit: Two Packs per Adult Customer
With Coupon
33-Gal. Trash Bags
15 bags with twist ties Holds
up to 60 lbs. of trash. TV-205
Road master
Mop-dd.
The Road master mo-
ped is built for fun, in-
expensive transportation
its lightweight-only 88
ibs -and switcheS easily
from 'driving to oeclating
and pedaling to driving It
comet equipped with.
DOT approved tires, dru
bralces, and rugged *Dec
engine Rear view mirror
padded •eat, luggage rick.
and electric horn add to
the comfort and safety of
your-biking and dfivi, ;
pleasures
....... 








F E E DS GRAS• 1-0(141S WEEDS
Full feeding of gradual release
--balanced nutrients so your lawn
will grow thick and green, not just
tall.
Plus-2 weed killer controls dan-
delions and forty other common







One drop eliminates odors for
up to 24 hrs. 1/2 fl. 02. 0Al2
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SINGING FOR FUN is the Howard Swyers family at the last session of the 120 birthday
two-day homecoming of the First Christian Church in July. The family, from lake Wor-
th, Fla., consists of Mr. and Mrs. Swyers, their daughter, Donna and husband Steve
Aliapoulios. The Swyers worked in the church here and with the young people while
they resided here. He is a graduate of Murray State and taught there in the Music
Department. The family sang at each of the four sessions of the anniversary event.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
Observations
By Lochie Hart
Mrs Swyers Reflects On
Mrs. Howard Swyers has as your town and your church
i
written reflections on the gave far more to us than we
Homecoming observing the could ever have given to them.
120th birthday of the First You all must be ex--
Christian Church in Murray. periencing a tremendous let
Her letter follows: down this week after working
Dearest Lockie: so very hard — and building
-How can I express to you the this to such a successful
-deep-ernotional feelings'ithat---=-- iicliaion71 doitope it hasn't
: have simply overwhelmed us all been too much for you.
T -,.. since your telephone call to us I have written Mr. Roos a
- that Tuesday night. I suppose letter this morning and I told
everyone needs to feel special him how very much we ap-
t and needed but to think that preciated being a part of this
Iyou wanted us so much for this wonderful celebration: -Wonderful event — well we Didn't the church look
still can't believe — believe it lovely? And my word, the
has all happened. Howard has food!!! ! How those ladies
said a number of times — a must have worked - all of you
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That's right! WKMS-FM is going to broadcast the
top. forty most popular classical music selections. You
will pick them. How? Just by voting for your favorite
three classical compositions. They can be, any length and
from any period.
WK MS will tabulate the results and feature the top.
forty selections in a special weekend broadcast.
Make your preferences heard (literally)! List your





I vote for the following three classical compositions
Second Half Of Year Like The First:
By The Associated Press
The second half of 1978
started out just like the first
half for supermarket
shoppers, as an Associated
Press marketbasket survey
showed a fresh round of
price increases during July.
Consumers planning
summer barbecues were out
of luck; prices for ham-
burgers and hot dogs went
up again.
Families who cut back on
meat and turned to eggs as
an alternative source of
protein found themselves
equally squeezed; egg prices
rose sharply last month
after declining steadily since
January.
About the only people who
could find something to
cheer about at the grocery
store were coffee drinkers;
the price of the brew went
down and helped keep the
marketbasket bill from
rising even more than it did.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly pur-
chased food and non-food
items, checked the price at
one supermarket in each of
13 cities on March 1, 1973,
and has' rechecked on or
—7—about—IV—start- -et each
succeeding month.
Here are some of the
results of the latest check:
—The marketbasket bill
the stuffing coming out this
week. The reception was so
beautifully done - and the
church services were in-
spiring and just right - and the
food was really marvelous.
I enjoyed John Mack Carter
so much. I am an avid "Good
,Housekeeping'. addict. The
Christmas issue the year he
took over was beautiful.
Before I knew who was the
editor or that it had changed
editors — I had sensed a
complete difference in the
magazine — it seemed to have
the "aura" of the "magic of
Christmas that I love so much.
Do you remember the
Christmas in Murray when
our young people thought it
would be nice to have some of
the V-12 .kids from the campus
in our homes for Christmas
dinner. I called the C.O. and
he said it was all right but that
all the boys must be invited —
I took this back-to-the church-
and we said "well-why not?"
We began to call for people
to entertain I will never forget
that experience — we had to
call on t?le other churches as
there were so many — we got
down to almost Christmas eve
and still had about 50 boys we
couldn't place.
I called Louise Frazee —
and begged — she had refused
not because of lack of
hospitality but because she
just didn't know how to en-
tertain young people."
Finally, she agreed to take
some (I believe 4). Mrs. 0. C.
Wells, who lived around the
corner from me, and I con-
ferred — we both had enor-
mous numbers and we decided
to take up the rest of the boys
ourselves because at this point
we simply could not discard
the project.
What a Christmas that was
Jerry was 9 months old) —
.The boys ..arriverk..at. one _....
minute to 9 Christmas mor-
ning — (I was still in my robe
and slippers and we were
opening gifts.) — they all
brought gifts — bless them —
they stayed until five minutes
before midnight and then ran
back. Curfew was at 12.
That evening Louise and
Mrs. Wells brought all their
left overs to our house and we
put it all togetiier and had
another big feed. Those boys
never allowed me to wash a
dish — they cleaned every
thing we had wall to wall
people — and loved every
minute.
I still heard from some of
those boys for 20 years at
Christmas. What an enriching
experience. Louise told me
later that it was one of the
most fulfilling experiences she
had ever had. When one of the
boys graduated he pinned his
wings on her. I understand he
was a regular visitor at her
home during his tenure there.
I am planning on asking
Brent Austin, and his Murray
friend for dinner here Thur-
sday evening — Grandaughter
•Cyndi has a little girl friend I
will ask to gound out the four
young people.
--Thank _youagz and
please express to all our
friends our warmest
congratulations for such a
wonderful job •
went up during July at the
checklist store in seven
cities and down in, six. On
an overall basis, the bill was
one-half of 1 percent- higher
at the start of August than it
was a month earlier.
—Comparing today's
prices with those at the start
of the year, the AP found
the marketbasket bill at the
checklist store had risen by
an overall average of 6.3
percent in the first seven
months of 1978.
—Declining coffee prices
have taken some of the sting
out of the increase. The
marketbasket totals without
coffee showed an average
rise of 1.3 percent last
month and 11.6 percent so
far this year.
—The price of a pound of
chopped chuck increased
last month at the checklist
store in six cities. The
average price at the start of
August was $1.46 a pound, 5
percent higher than it was a
month earlier and 42 percent
higher than it was at the
start of the year. Frank-
furters, meanwhile, went up
in price last Month in five
cities.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey results
according to population
density or in terms of what
percentage of a family's
actual grocery outlay each
item represents.
The AP did not attempt to -
compare actual prices from
city to city — to say, for
example..—that eggs cost
more in one area than
another. The only com—
parisons were made in
terms of percentages of
increase or decrease —
saying a particular item
went up 10 percent in one
city and 6 percent in
another.
The items on the AP
checklist are chopped chuck,
center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice con-
centrate, coffee, paper
towels, butter, Grade-A
medium white eggs, creamy
peanut butter, laundry
detergent, fabric, softener,
tomato sauce, milk, frank-
furters and granulated
sugar.
The cities checked are
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Philadelphia,
Providence, R.I., Salt Lake
City and Seattle.
Morgan, Trevathan 11 Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., SENIOR
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
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•
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AT STUART WRITING WORKSHOP — Cecilia Brock of 1518 tistor
d Drive in Murray
discusses a_manuscript with Blossom Budney (Mrs. Alvin Tresselt) 
during the eighth
Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University 
July 10-28. Mrs.
Brock, a homemaker, was among 40 students from 13 states enr
olled in the three-
week workshop named for the noted Kentucky author and poet Mrs. 
Tresselt, an
award-winning author who writes under the name Blossom Budney, 
taught the writing
for children course, one of five offered in the workshop.
Special Committee Empowered
To Study Stansbury's Doings
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
The Louisville Board of
Aldermen has empowered a
special committee to probe
the recent activities of
Mayor Witham Stansbury,
with the investigation
figured to begin in earnest
...next week_
The board voted 8-3 during
a special meeting Wed-
nesday night to establish the
committee in the wake of
Stansbury's disclosure that
he had lied as to his
whereabouts when a strike
assistant and two other
persons had been in New
Orleans.
The panel gave first
reading to two ordinances
that would give it the power
to subpoena witnesses and
records, and another making
it illegal to falsify or conceal_
evidence from the com-
mittee.
Those ordinances were
referred to another alder-
manic committee that is
scheduled for a special
meeting on Saturday. The
by city firefighters began proposed ordinances would
July 14. Stansbury originally then be given a second
said he had been in Atlanta reading at the next regular
OF—bilSinegr-
mitted that he. a female Alderman David Banks,
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscrliers who Isere set
received their lorree-derivered
copy of TY* Kerrey Loft*, L
Times by 530 paw. Illeadary-
friday or by 3:30 p.a. ow Sator•
days eve urged to col 7.534116
between 5:31 p.m. end 6 p.n.,
Meadwy-fridoy, or 3:30 p.p.
end 4p.-. Soterdoys, to ism
dolivery of tine newspaper. Cues
swat be Paced by • psi.
weisbiloys er 4 p.m. Soverdoys
tepoorwatee delivery
h. 
chairman of the fact-finding
committee, said the panel
will begin its work after the
two ordinances are
approved.
The resolution gives the
committee until Sept. 15 to
completelts work and report
its findings to the board.
The group plans to study
whether the mayor corn-
mited any breach of
responsibility or im-
peachable offense. Stansbury— ,
has said he will cooperate
fully with the investigation.
In related • business
Wednesday, the' board
defeated a motion that
would have dissolved the
special committee and
turned the investigation over
to the commonwealth's
'attorney. Also defeated was
a motion that would have
-extended the committee's
authority.
In a copyrighted • arti- cle
Wednesday, The Louisville
Times reported that a
survey it conducted showed
that 44 _ percent of the
citizens contacted think
Stansbury should not remain
in office.
Twelve=-pet
mayor should be removed
from office and 14 percent
thought he should remain.
Fifteen percent said he
should be formally
reprimanded, while 10
percent were unaware of the
controversy, The Times said.
The survey polled 772 city
residents aged 18 or older. It
was designed and managed
by Dr. Tom Wilkerson of
Wilkerson & Associates, a
local marketing research
.finn. and should be accurate-
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WE NEED ROOM FOR NEW MERCHANDISE PURCHASED
DURING OUR RECENT TRIP TO THE ATLANTA MARKET
SAVE UP TO 36% ON LIVINGROOM & BEDROOM SUITES
UP TO 24% ON KELVINATOR APPLIANCES—UP TO 31%
ON DINETTE SUITES—UP TO 16% ON QUASAR T V.S4 1
WE WILL BE OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT FROM 6 TIL 9











































White Table with 4 Yellow Cushion Chairs.
Reg. $269.00
Save 31% 
$ 1 8 700
REMEMBER —Whep you look for new furniture
Rather than the "Run-Of-The-Mill" Stores—
Come to MARKET 414 FURNITURE in•
Paris, Tenn. You will see the difference!
dttar*et 414 hirmiture
414 N. Market St.
GERALDIN_E kid TERRY SYK.kr.S,11grs. —MIKE SYKES, Salesman
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1Decut -A MI-
By Abigail Van Buren
How Can She Keep
Her Aqe a Secret?
DEAR ABBY: When I married Herb I knocked four
years off my age because he was two years younger than I.
We've been married 21 years, and Herb still doesn't know
my real age. •
We're planning our first trip abrcad, and in order to get
passports, I sent away for our birth certificates—mine to
be sent to a post office box that I got especially for this
purpose. My husband frequently sees the mail before I do,
and I don't want him to see the year of birth on my birth
certificate.
I suppose I am acting childish about this, but Herb is the
kind of person who would rib me the, rest of my life if he
found out.
Is there some way I can doctor up my birth certificate
for the passport) so my husband won't find out how old I
am?
FORT SMITH, ARK.
DEAR ARK.: Don't "doctor" up anything. Be cool. Herb
may not even notice the year of birth on your passport. Or
tell him in advance. If he ribs you, he ribs you. Women
have been getting the rib ever since Eve.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 15 and my boyfriend is 18, and we've
been going together for four months. For my birthday last
week, he bought me a really sharp black lace bikini bathing
suit with a shorty beach.coat to match. . _
Ile knew I wanted it because we saw it in a window
when we were walking together. I thought it was real neat
of him, but my mom hit the roof when she saw it. She said
it was not a proper gift for a guy to give a girl unless they
are engaged.
What's wrong with it?
DEAR PAM: Among proper people, "intimate apparel"
is considered an improper gift for- teens who are feet
"going together."
DEAR ABBY: Our son is a professional photographer
and one of the best in town. He snaps gyerything and
everybody but his own mother and father.
From the time he was a small try, he was interested in
photography as a hobby, so his dadkaitd I always saw to it
that he had the best equipment.
Now that he is a professional with a fine studio, you
would think he would offer to take our pictures, but he
never has. Even at family gatherings when he's busy
taking candid shots, if we don't stick our faces in a couple
of pictures we'd be left out entirely.
— -Wes are average-looking people and-wouldn't break-his
_camera. It would be nice to have some good studio pictures
of ourselves before we get old and gray. We haven't had a
decent picture taken in 10 years!
What do you suppose is the matter with him? Any
suggestions?
MA AND PA
DEAR MA AND PA: He's thoughtless. Call his studio
and ask for an "appointment." (P.S. And if he sends you •
bill, frame it.)
DEAR ABBY: I would like to demand equal rights—for
MEN! To cite one example of the injustice to males:
Ifs WOMAN Undresses in front of a window with the
shade up, and a man stops to look at her, HE is arrested for
being a peeping Tom. But if a MAN undresses in front of a
window with the shade up, and a WOMAN stops to look at
HIM, HE is arrested for indecent exposure.
CANT WIN IN WORCESTER
If you put off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send 81 and a long, stamped (28 cents)
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FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 4, l918
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr.
Job matters may prove
more strenuous than usual,
but some delightful news from
an old friend will make your
cistY.;
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May.21)
Keep emotions under stern
control. You could make an
tmpulsive — and unwise —
decision if your temper is
aroused
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
Others often critiCize you for
being overly emotional, of
"thinking with your heart,"
but your "feelings" about a
current situation will be right
on target.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
Stara presently warn*
gainst driving yourself too
ard, with resultant strain and
nxiety. Eliminate non-
sentials from your program
n order to pace yourself at an
gait.
July 24 to Aug. 23) J24,g
Not a good day for finances.
re's a tendency now to
throw good money after
ad." Avoid! Rather, cut
drastically.
IRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ffPth
Everyday matters will
robably run their usual
urse, but evening brings a
rpriae invitation from some
Wily amusing companions.
(BRA
t. 24 to Oct, 23 ) -0-
Good stellar influences
vern new projects as well as
y routine. Cooperate
those who have both
ow and integrity. An
lent day for doing well.
Rewards will gratify if you
handle the needs of this day
astutely — and yourself with
discipline. Avoid time-wasters
and eliminate all non-
essentials from your schedule.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4itiV
New light thrown upon
certain situations should
prime you for fine advantages
in the offing. MAKE yourself
work for attainment requiring
more than usual vigor. You
can do it!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you want to give a first-
rate performance now, you
will have to be even more
dexterous than usual. Good
planetary influences,,but your
cooperation needed.
t. 421RIUSto Feb. 19ill
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the
personal side, there's
possibility of a new romance.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X • Y.
As with Aquarius. you now
have a good day for expansion
generally, acting on unusual
ideas, launching new projects.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely self-reliant and
determined individual; gifted
with many talents and the
perseverance required to
attain the loftiest of goals. You
have a magnetic personality
and this, coupled with alalent
for entertaining, makes you a
'liatural" for the stage. You
could also succeed as a lec-
turer, orator, salesman or
writer. Your intellect is in the
superior class; thus with
astuteness and application,
you could make an eminent
name for yourself In the fields
of science and the law. Your
energy and enthusiasm are
boundless but, here you must




24 to Nov 22) lif-MF Lauder, Scottish entertainer
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Constructed of selected hardwood then
stained with redwood finish. Ideal for all
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AT STUART WRITING WORKSHOP — Cecilia Brock of 1518 Oxford Drive in Murray
discusses a manuscript with Blossom Budney (Mrs. Alvin Tresselt) during the eighth
Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University July 10-28. Mrs.
Brock, a homemaker, was among 40 students from 13 states enrolled in the three-
week workshop named for the noted Kentucky author and poet. Mrs. Tresselt, an
award-winning author who writes under the name Blossom Budney, taught the writing
for children course, one of five offered in the workshop.
Special Committee Empowered
To Study Stansbury's Doings
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API —
The Louisville Board of
Aldermen has empowered a
special committee to probe
the recent activities of
Mayor William Stansbury,
with the investigation.
figured to begin in earnest
next week.
The board voted 8-3 during
a special meeting Wed-
nesday night to establish the
committee in the wake of
Stansbury's disclosure that
he had lied as to his
whereabouts when a strike
by eitt,--ffrefighters began
July .10-Stansbury originally
said he had been in Atlanta
on business but later ad-
mitted that he, a female
MISS YOUR PAPER!
Seinailers wins be,* nod
received their beene-dersearai
copy of Tbis ahem Lodger &
Tones by S:311 pee. Menial-
Finley or by 3311 p.a. se Satyr-
Ways ere urged to call 753-1916
between 531I p.is. and 6 p.m.,
Meat* -Mary ,or 3:30 p.a.
wed 4 p.a. Serterelys, to as,,.
delivery of tile siewspeper Calls
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assistant and two other
persons had been in New
Orleans.
The panel gave first
reading to two ordinances
that would give it the power
to subpoena witnesses and
records, and another making
it illegal ta falsify or conceal
evidence from the com-
mittee.
Those ordinances were
referred to another alder-
manic committee that is
scheduled for a special
meeting on .Saturday. The
proposed ordinances would
then be given a second
reading at the next regular
board meeting on Tuesday.
Alderman David Banks,
chairman of the fact-finding
committee, said the panel
wikblgin its work after the
two ordinances are
approved.
The resolution gives the
committee until Sept. 15 to
complete its work and report
its findings to the board.
The group plans to study
whether the mayor corn-
mited any breach of
responsibility or im-
peachable offense. Stansbury,
has said he will cooperate
fully with the investigation.
In related business
Wednesday, the board
defeated a motion that
would have dissolved the
special committee and
turned the investigation over
to the commonwealth's
-attorney. Also defeated was
a motion that would have
extended the committee's
authority.
In a copyrighted article
Wednesday, The Louisville
Times reported that a
survey it conducted showed
that 44 percent of the
citizens contacted think
Stansbury should not remain
in office.
Twelve percent said the
mayor should be removed
4 from office and 14 percent
thought he should remain.
Fifteen percent said he
should be formally
reprimanded, while 10
percent were unaware of the
controversy, The Times said.
The survey polled 772 city
residents aged 18 or,older. It
was designed and managed
by Dr. Tom Wilkerson of
Wilkerson & Associates, a
local marketing research
firm, and should be accurate
within plus or minus 5
percentage points, The
Times said.
Friday & Sat., August 4 & 5
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White Table with 4 Yellow Cushion Chairs.
Reg. $269.00
Save 31% $187"
PEMEMBER —When you look for new furniture
Rather than the "Run-Of-The-Mill" Stores
Come to MARKET 414 FURNITURE in
Paris, Tenn. You will see the difference!
Market 414. Immiture
GERALDINE and TERRY SYKES, Mgrs. — MIKE SYKES, Salesman
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By Abigail Van Buren
How Can She Keep
Her Age a Secret?
DEAR ABBY: When I married Herb I knocked four
years off my age because he was two years younger than I.
We've been married 21 years, and Herb still doesn't know
my real age.
We're planning our first trip abroad, and in order to get
passports, I sent away for our birth certificates—mine to
be sent to a post office box that I got especially for this
purpose. My husband frequently sees the mail before I do,
and I don't want him to see the year of birth on my birth
certificate.
I suppose I am acting childish about this, but Herb is the
kind of person who would rib me the rest of my life if he
found out.
Is there some way I can doctor up my birth certificate
(or the passport) so my husband won't find out how old I
am?
FORT SMITH, ARK.
DEAR ARK.: Don't "doctor" up anything. Be cool. Herb
may not even notice the year of birth on your passport. Or
tell him in advance. If he ribs you, he ribs you. Women
have been getting the rib ever since Eve.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 15 and my boyfriend is 18, and we've
been going together for four months. Fox my birthday last
week, he bought me a really sharp black lace bikini bathing
suit with a shorty beach coat to match.
He knew I wanted it because we saw it in a window
when we were walking together. I thought it was real neat
of him, but my mom hit the roof when she saw it. She said
it was not a proper gift for a guy to give a girl unless they
are engaged
What's wrong with it?
PAM
/
PER MA AND PA: He's thoughtless. Call his studio
and aai for an "appointment." (P.S. And if he sends you a
bill, frame it.)
DEAR PAM: Among proper people, "intimate apparel"
conaidered an improper gift for Leena who are just -
"going together."
DEAR ABBY: Our son is a professional photographer
and one of the best in town. He snaps everything and
everybody but his own mother and father.
From the time he was a small boy, he was interested in
photography as a hobby,. so his dad and I always saw to it
that h hid the best equipment..
Now that he is a professional with a fine studio, you
would think he would offer to take our pictures, but he
never has. Even at family gatherings when he's busy
taking candid shots, if we don't stick our faces in a couple
of pictures we'd be left out entirely.
We are average-looking people and wouldn't break his
camera. It would be nice to have some good studio pictures
of ourbelves before we get old and gray. We haven't had a
decent picture taken in 10 years!
What do you suppose is the matter with him? Any
suggestions?
MA AND PA
• DEAR ABBY: I would like to demand equal rights—for
1 MENI To cite one example of the injustice to males:If a WOMAN undresses in front of a window with the
shade Lip, and a than stops to look at her, HE is arrested for
being a peeping Tom. But if a MAN undresses in front of a
window with the shade up, and a WOMAN stops to look at
HIM, HE is arrested for indecent exposure.
CANT WIN IN WORCESTER
If you put off wilting letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For AU Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents)
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FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 4. 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)4rAA
Job matters may prove
more strenuous than usual,
but some delightful news from
an old friend will make your
day.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Keep emotions under stern
control. You could make an
impulsive — and unwise —
decision if your temper is
aroused.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)11091"
Others often criticize you for
being overly emotional, of
"thinking with your heart,-
but your "feelings" 'about a
current situation will be right
on target.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23)
Stars presently warn
against driving yourself too
hard, with resultant strain and
anxiety. Eliminate non-
essentials from your program
in order to pace yourself at an
easier gait.
I .E0 • "
July 24 to Aug. 23)064%1A
Not a good day for finances.
There's a tendency now to
throw good money after
bad." Avoid! Rather, cut
losses drastically.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Everyday matters will
Probably run their usual
course, but evening brings a
surprise invitation from some
highly amusing companions.
LIBRA
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Good stellar influences
govern new projects as well as
everyday routine. Cooperate
With those who have both
know-how and integrity. An
excellent day for doing well.
SCORPIO
(let. 24 to Nov 22) nVeV
Rewards will gratify if you
handle the needs of this day
astutely -- and yourself with
discipline. Avoid time-wasters
and eliminate all non-
essentials from yo"chedule.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 400:
New light thrown upon
certain s,ituations should
prime you for fine advantages
in the offing. MAKE yourself
work for attainment requiring
more than usual vigor. You
can do it! ,
CAPRICORN
I Die. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you want to give a first-
rate performance now, you
will' have to be even more
dexterous than usual. Good
planetary influences, but your
cooperation needed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '-'17*-t'..i_118
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the
personal side, there's
possibility of a new romance.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
As with Aquarius. you now
generally, acting on unusuf
have a good day for expansi
ideas, launching new projects.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely self-reliant and
determined individual; gifted
with many talents and the
perseverance required to
attain the loftiest of goals. You
have a magnetic personality
and this, coupled with a talent
for entertaining, makes you a
"natural" for the stage. You
could also succeed as a lec-
turer, orator, sale.41nan or
writer. Your intellect,ls in the
superior class, thiis - with
astuteness and application,
you could make an eminent
name for yourself in the fields
of science and the law. Your
energy and enUnisiasm are
boundless but, here you must
be careful not to overtax
yourself. Curb tendencies
toward overaggressiveness,
too. Birthdate of Harry
louder, Scottish entertainer
Shop All Departments






















Constructed of selected hardwood then
stained with redwood finish. Ideal for all






















2-Way Ws, •Ilkeenst Mobile CI mit
apersirimalia, adrallikul
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Carter Administration Trying Governor's
To Reshape Its Tax Relief Bill Daughter
Pays FineWASHINGTON (API -
The Carter administration,
try mg to reshape a $16.2
billion House tax cut bill. is
off to an unpromising start
with its last minute efforts
to shift tax relief back to
lower-income brackets and




President Carter's tax en-
voy, took the proposed
changes to Capitol Hill on
Tuesday where Rep. Al
Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, called the
proposals - unacceptable.


















































the tax plan now being
considered in the House.
But the chairman said
discussions were continuing
on a possible Treasury
Department-Ways and
Means Committee com-
promise to permit con-
sideration, at least, of the
amendments in the House.
That procedure is con-
sidered unusual because the
House traditionally, when
considering tax measures,
takes up only proposed floor
amendments already con-
sidered and rejected by the
Ways and Means Committee.
Up to now, Ullman said,
he has no plans to ease
pressure for passage of his
committee's bill with no





























































































provisions for the Carter
amendments.
Although exact details of
the administration plan have




relief to families with in-
comes below $40,000.
-Cutting back capital
gains reductions by boosting





replace the current 15
percent minimum tax on
one-half of the capital gain,
which is not normally taxed.
The minimum tax is im-
posed upon those who would
otherwise escape taxes
altogether.
The principal author of the
committee bill, Rep: James
R. Jones, D-Okla., said • he
doubted the administration
amendments would receive
the support sought. But he




Jones said that if the bill
were reshaped to Carter's
liking, it would lose all or
nearly all the Republican
support he said it now en-
joys. Although Democrats
have nearly a 2-1 majority
in the House, a substantial
number are believed to
favor the Jones bill's
relatively lenient treatment
of capital gaias.
The basic tax relief in the
Jones bill would rise sharply
with income. For example,
estimates by congressional
specialists are that a
hypothetical family of four
with $15,000 income and
deductible expenses of 23
percent would save $77,
while such a family with
$40,000 income would save
s486.
The Blumenthal proposals
would skewer the relief





PRINCETON, Ky. (AP; -
Iva Patrice Carroll, the
daughter of Gov. 'Ialian
Carroll, paid a traffic
citation by mail snd was not
required to appear Wed-
nesday in Caldwell District
Court, according to a court
spokeswoman.
Miss Carroll was given a
ticket July 21 by Trooper
Ronnie Crain, according to
the court record, for
traveling 22 mph over the 55
mph speed limit in Caldwell
County.
The case was docketed for
Wednesday, but Miss Carroll
paid the fine prior to that
time, the court
,spokeswornan said. She said
the fine was $50 plus court
costs.
FRANKFQRT, Ky. (AP)
- The trial of • Franklin
County Judge-Executive
Jack Goins on charges of
misuse of public funds will
begin Nov. 13 in Franklin
Circuit Court.
Fayette Circuit Judge
James E. Keller, who has
been named special judge in
the case after both local
circuit judges disqualified
themselves, set the trial
date Tuesday during a
conference with attorneys
for both sides.
Keller also set a re-
arraingment on Aug. 25 to
allow himself the op-
portunity to become involved
in -the courtroom
proceedings in the case
before it goes to trial.
During his first arragin-
ment in June, Goins,
through defense attorney
William E. Johnson, pleaded
not guilty to charges con-
tained in two indictments
that he diverted public funds
to his own use.
I THOUGHT HE JUST
DRANK COFFEE
CANN) VAL
Feaha Ir.cat•. Mari 'Air**
I'M TAKING SOME moNEY
FRorvi Y&Fir WALLET TO '4,1
-7 PAN' TI-IE REPAIRMAN
, P c-cig Ft x 'NG
THE TV SET,
DAGWOOD
`TV USUALLy PuT5 ME
"RD SLEEP- FIRST TIME
iT EvER wOKE
ME UP





Polkg   7531621








Poises Coital . .   753-7581
Senior Citü.as . .  753-0929
Needling  753-liffD











THERE WILL bf two
public hearings held at
the Hazel City Hall on
August 14, 1978 and
August 22, 1978. The
hearings will be held to
offer . citizen par-
ticipating regarding the
community develop-
ment block grant ap-
plication which will be
submitted- - to --
Department Of Housing
and Urban Development
at a later date. Both
meetings will be held at







bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 6
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking





business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.
BIBLE FACTS - Ephe-
slang 5:6, 7, states
"Let no man deceive
you with vain words:
for because of these
things cometh the
wrath of God upon the
children of






















cooks. Must be 18. Apply
in person Pizza Hut, 12th






tire and service man.







May, 12-8 for 5 month
old. Call 753-6329.
JOBS ARE available in
Calloway County for
those unemployed 15
weeks or more Contact
the Bureau for Man-




















time help in processing
















part time help. Apply







Full time, day shift
cook. Male or female.




ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
unlimited potential' _
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
manager who is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen




is OR OVER waiters,
waitresses, and delivery
drivers. Apply in per-
son, 510 Main Street,
Pagliai's Pizza. -
MATURE PERSON to
baby _sit in my home




To handle • novo, line of pre
engibeered steel bins and
buildings. Secretive op-







shop. Like new, fully
equipped with 2 units,
special hair spray
system, air con-










doing good business on










RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 753-7273.
13 For Sale Or Trade
1974 MODEL 104' Cruise
Craft cabin cruiser with
105 hp Chrysler out-
board and tilt trailer
with electric wrench,
$2800. 753-6073.
ONE TO FIVE acres of
land in SW quarter of
Calloway County.




WANT TO BUY good used
floral, or, bright colored
couch. Phone 753-5108
after 6 p.m.
WANT TO BUY STAN-'
DING Umber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. 57.
15. Articles For Sale
102 IL lib - 753-5357
FOR SALE, formica and
-Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' --
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
• at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
PEA SHELLERS, does a
















WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill




500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.









1-0 Mint Penny 25 yrs.
11961 S Penny (roc)
1-Rare 1540 D Sawa
Outs Penn,
11 Mint Piirty-25 yrs.
Plus Free svio S
Plus Our Noe Gift
Plvt Ow Free Brochure
Setul S3.15 owl 25' postage
tor
EARLY AMERICAN.
sots- and chair, like
new, $150. 2 swivel
rockers, $25 each. A
base CB, mike, ari-
tenna, $100. Cash only.,
753-7413 after 3 p.m. 5
MATERNITY CLOTHES
for sale, excellent
condition, sizes 5-9. 759-
1182.



















Of vinyl cushion floor
• on sale- at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
COUCH AND two chairs
with ottoman. Call 436-
2292 after 5 p.m.





dryer, 5 years old. 753-
2915.





































Minimum 3 years experience in shift work. Ex-cellent fringe benefits, paid holidays (10) andvacation. Phone or write C. E. Steiert, PersonnelManager,
Oae Gemerel-Sireet, Pihryfieid; Ny. 4106.
Phone 1-502-247-6730, he. 237
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F



































































































stern drive, $2400 or best
offer. May be seen at





new deyth finder and
radio, galley, head,
sleeps 4,400 plus hours.
Can be seen at Kejkike
Marina 69. For complete
information. call 1-812-
882-8303.
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many











Selection - quality -
. price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for














Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but









piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age.6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.



































REDUCED! Try And Top This. Country Home
surrounded by stately trees & attractive lan-
dseaping. 3 bedroom B lit baths, formaltopn
dining room, bre-i • , marble fireplace
in living rootaii% adjoining kitchen,
Breezeway, 2 car'att. garage. On 1/2 acres. 3
minutes to shopping. REDUCED TO ONLY
$45,900.
GRAB THAT PHONE THIS INS"! AN 1 '
Calling us about this house may be the wisest call
you ever made. 4 miles out off Hwy. 94 West, 3
bedroom, full open basement, central heat & air.
Two nice baths, garage. B.V. on 1 1.4 acres.







doors and, wire mesh




desire to rent two or
three BR house or
apartment. Call Jan at


























fund raising group. Why
settle for less, when
your group can have
maximum profits. Send
name, address, and
phone to Box 32 R,
ivierrayilcy. 4207.1. -
BODY SHOP and
basement on 51/2 acres,
approximately 3 miles



























2 speakers. $125. Por-
table B-W TV, needs
minor repair, $25. Call
767-2454.
25" ZENITH Console TV
specially priced $519.95
with trade. We will not
be undersold. Tucker TV





27. Mobile Home Sales
WO BEDROOM 12x55
trailer with air con-
ditioner. Moving must
sell, $4300. 492-8856.
12 x 64) TWO BR with
separate Utility room.
753-1335 or 489-2774.
1972 12 x 60 TWO BR




travel trailer. 6'2' x 12',
good shape, sleeps 4.
Asking $775 must sell.
Calt-753:9400.
LOCATED ON Lakeshore
Drive. Mobile home with
extra room built on with




owners must sell 1977
_ Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-
1892 after 5 p.m.
JOHN
BOYD
27. Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE, 12 x 65
Concord trailer, 5 rooms
and bath, newly fur-
nished in Florida.
Located in private park
2 miles from Tampa.
Call 492-8758 after 4 p.m.
Will have pictures to
show if interested.
SPECIAL 3 BR, 12x60
central heat and air
(gas) fully carpeted,
private city lot. Lot and
trailer, $6500 or best
offer. Financing
available, will definitely






with lot and new well 1




3 BR or 2 BR and 1
utility, Ph bath, all
electric, partially
furnished, complete
with porch - and un-
derpinning. Call 753-
2616 or 753.1576.
28. Heating & Cooling
KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters, deluxe por-




L. moolie nome Rentais
MOBILE HOMES an
mobile home spaces for





lease. 175' frontage 189'






a0 x38 BUILDING. Be
ideal for garage or
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5461.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS house
to rent in Murray
area. Call 753-3707.
WANT TO rent 1 BR
house or apartment.
Call 753-8135.
TWO BR duplex or home
in or near town. 759-4042
MARRIED COUPLE
needs to rent a house










large 3 room apartment
near College & Hospital.
Couple or graduate
student preferred. Heat,







water & phone fur-
nished. $35 per month.
753-0173.





ments, S. 16th. 753-
6609.
37 livestock - Supplies
FIVE YEAR old Bay,
saddle horsc and hand-
made western saddle.
Horse gentle for anyone,
$650 753-1493 after 5






FOR SALE, 15 polled
Hereford • cows, 12
winter calves,
registered Polled Bull,












PONY, pony cart, har-














LAYING HENS. Call 474-
2361. • -
40 Produce
PURPLE HULL peas for
sale. Hazel Hwy. near




antique hut top, antique
shutter, miscellaneous.
8:00 Saturday, 503 S. 6th.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Friday and Saturday,
August 4 and 5 from 9-5.
7 miles East on 94 turn
on 1551 1 mile on left
watch for signs. An-
tiques dishes, furniture,





Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
WE HAVE THE SALES - WE NEED YOUR LISTINGS
CAMELOT NTENIPORARY-CHARME . Th-
is Tr-level home with a future has it all.
Spaciousness, lots of glass, stone fireplace w/Oc-
tatherrn for efficiency dr energy conservation, 3
bedroom, 21/2 bath, with central electric heat &
air conditioning, 2 electric heat pumps, plush
carpeting, stepsaver kitchen, large dining room.
Double garage. Ask To See This Soon.
R'EDIJCED! SPECIAL BUY! Only 4.5 miles
from Murray on 641 N. This smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath By., situated on 2 acres. Central electric
heat & air, carpeting, draperies quality ap-
pliances in harvest gold, double garage.
REDUCED! Far Below Replacement ValliC
30's
A rl jg 
THIS ONE HAS IT ALL! 3 bedroom, 21/2 bath, living rm., dining rin, kitchen
w/eating bar, built-in desk, double drive, refrigerator, self-cleaning oven, extra
cabinets, family rm. w/gas log fireplace, redwood deck, located on large corner
lot. Call Us -See it You'll Love It.
BARGAIN ... OWNER SAYS SELL. This home
has been REDUCED to $18,900. All the room you
need in this recently modernized 4 bedroom
home. Aluminum siding, entr- hall, large living
room, dining room, ample closet space. Situated
on 1 acre. Ideal For Gardening
FRESH ON THE MARKET. . . This nice. 3
bedroom B.V. home has electric heat, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, all draperies included.
Situated on 26 Acres, highl productive crop
land. Excellent outbuildings. 2 tool sheds, barn,
etc. Chain link fenced backyard. Additional crop
land available if desired. In WS.
I, TS OF ROOM!!! Yes, 1 acre of land & only
mile from city limits. This exceptionally nice 2
bedroom B.V. ome-i ust the ticket for the
weekend farm fit', spit horse barn-Storage
house-excellent gilt thvAiih-horse lot-area for
dogs. Plus, 20 apple trees-Grape arbor. Lots of
shade trees. Priced Right To Go Mid 30's.
41 Public Sales
BACKYARD SALE: 5
families: nice clothes of
all sizes, cheap Floor
model stereo, Gold
Smith display stand with
nine shelves. And lots
other items to choose
from. Not responside for
accidents. Sat. Aug. 5
from 9-3. 506 South 6th
St.
YARD SALE, Thursday
and Friday, 9-5. 2 miles
out on 94 E. Yellow
house on left hand side
going out. Couch and
chair in good condition,
lamp, Hershchede hall





8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday
and Saturday, August 4-
5. (Cancelled if rain)
1607 Hermitage (oft
South 16th, west of
Martin Chapel).
BIG YARD SALE, Friday
and Saturday, August 4
and 5 8 a.m. to 9 in
Stella. Red brick in front
of trailer park. Name
drand fall clothing,
fjowers, concrete
shower base, and so
forth.
CARPORT SALE: Friday
and Saturday, August 3
and 4, /I a.m. to 4 p.m.
Electric floor polisher,




mile south of Stella off
Hwy. 94 on Butterworth
Road.
IT'S THAT TIME again.
See you at the side walk
sale. First 8 customers
to buy $4 win free gift
so stop by Bank of
Murray and see
Gerald Waldrop.
GO COUNTRY - IN STYLE ... Neat 3 bedroom B
V. newly decorated in Northwest part of county
Thick carpeting, electric heat plus brand new air
conditioner on 11/2 acres large shady lot, fenced
lot for horses, large stock barn, plus 2 sheds. This
Is A Fantastic Buy at $37,900.
80Y0 MAJORS;
Wroush-4 --- *SERVING THEINTIRE.--PURCHASE AREA-Warren ire Mt,
REAL ESTATE '
753-8080 Barbaro Erwin 753 4136 







and yard sale. Baby
items including clothing
and baby accessories,
clothing, 9-10 Jr., Boys,
10, and Men's 15, toys
and games, cameras,
fishing gear, bowling





?-5 and Sunday, 1-5.
103 N. 17th St. Murray
YARD SALE, Friday and




Saturday Aug. 4 and 5.
Clothing adult and baby,
some dishes, and an-
tiques. 51/2 miles south
on 121 in front of L & B
Grocery. 8-5.
YARD SALE, four party,
8:30 a.m. Friday and
Saturday, 629 Broad
Ext. Lots of items.
YARD SALE, August 4, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on 121 12





and toys in perfect
condition. Friday and
-Saturday, August 4 and




Saturday. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Few antiques, clothes
of all sizes, few old
'bottles, miscellaneous.
1 mile off 121 on Old







REDUCED! LAKE LIVING AT ITS BES is
Just Reduced B.V. is fine for the family desiring
a wooded location with 224' of lake frontage.
living room, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths. Cen-
tral Electric heat dr air, fireplace, plus all the ex-
tras. Stop Looking This Is It.
BEAUTIFUL & UNIQUE LAKE-VIEW COT-
TAGE. .. At Panorama Shores hat 2 bedrooms,
1 bath, living room, fireplace. kitchen & double
garage wOarge separate storage area. This can
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
41. Public Sales _
SIX PARTY :ird sale on
Pottertown and
2110. Rolling Acres
Trailer Court. Saturday .
August 5, 8-12.
-----






v. omen's clothes, odds







clothing,. odds and ends
1802 College Farm
Road.
ARD SALE, August 4
and 5 at 9 a.m.. Clothea
all seasons. crystal.
Wood Rose China, small
refrigerator, and
miscellaneous on Lynn
Grove Hwy., third house
past 18th Street.
YARD SALE, Saturday.
August 5, 9-?. Dishes.
pots and pars. barbells,
1N games, TV stands,
coffee table, clothes and
many miscellaneous
items. Just off 94 E on





imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home "with St--
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't








NEWLY WEDS can be
property owners. Take
a look at this budget
sized home located on
a quiet street near
shopping and school.
This house has six




This is ready for
immediate occupancy.
Call us today to see
this home. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 206
So. 4th Street, 753-0101
or 753-7531.





FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 1 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and




South 12th at Sie cat moc•
TE L EPHONE 252101110111
17 ACRES 2 miles south of
New Concord on Hwy.
121 S. 1500 foot of road
frontage. All in grass
with plenty of water for
cattle. , Electric fence
around 'perimeter of
property. Impressively
priced at ' $12,900.
WALDROP REALTY,-
753-5646.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a r•
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531





With The Friend]) Toth.. e
MAKE THE WORLD
GO AWAY ... With 14
acres, has perfect
wooded building site,
plus 10 acres m crop,
(seller's share goes to
new owner). Shade,
open land, creek, near
city - Don't Let This




63 ACRES in Mt. Carmel
Community, 22 acres in
corn and beans, some
bottom land and some
good Poplar timber. 2
spring fed creeks on
property. Hwy frontage




on this 70 acre farm with
____ 35 tendable acres.
Owner moved out of
state and wants to sell!
Priced now at $28,900.
Don't delay on this






Monday-Friday 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7 : 30 til 5:00







floors/ end rowdy. Up to 12 a 24. Also kora style, offices, corteges,ma& Immo ad ems, mid putt's, or 11-111411t0, pro cot completely needyto ensemble op to 34.60 boy tfue beat for kit
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY UIKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
;110,900.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




Heights on Perry Road.
22 acres in beaas, some
timber, several
beautiful building sites.




JUST LISTED - 3
bedroom charmer --
three bedroom brick
home with central heat
and air, lovely land-
scaped lawn, fenced
backyard, wooden deck
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Just
outside of city limits and
priced in the 30's.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-12.22.
Only 4 .its out & off 121S.
This lotteig 3 IR V 1,1 bet is
ideal for ism wise groats a
imp krt. Nemo has large
foully room med largo kit.
clam. Nestor III is 11 ' 2 s
1Stv. Price reduced to
S22 ,S00 . C sow. Ovonet
assets to robs/W.
Pat' o I southwest Calloway
Co. - flaw listing - ISS
acre form 4 miles south of
Lyme Grove, 160 acres io rev;
crops, brick home, stock kora,
2 Selma kerns, otters fano
Issairrosgs. A good productive
for., ie a:camel locution.
753-3263 Aeries
IT'S A Mystery.. .Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping.. recently
reduced ... A real and





REDUCED, nice home in
Hazel. Has been termite
inspected, 2 bedrooms,
freshly painted, nice Int..
convenient location and
just about everything







With 1 he Feiettdly Touch -
WHERE THE LIVING
IS EASY ... 1 acre, ka
mile from Murray - 2
bedroom B.V. home.
One stall horse barn,
horse lot, area for
dogs, garden area.
Plus 20 apple trees,
grape arbor. Priced to








ALL YOU could want in a
mobile home. 3
bedrooms, nice lot, new










With The Fnendly touch''
RETIREES Delight
...A delightful set-
ting. 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home














many types of business,
excellent location on
busy Hwy. 68 near
.Jonathan Creek. Call
collect 1-522-8765. Lynn
Waller Realty, open 7
days.






HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
located near Kentucky
lake and having TVA
frontage, this is an
opportunity to own your
private farm with easy
access to swimming,
boating and fishing on
beautiful Kentucky
Lake. Horne . is very
attractive and is
situated on lovely
wooded lot. Also a
restorable log how* is
on -property. Mile or




22 ACRES on Hwy-280 2
miles from Bloodriver
Boat Dock. Has several
feet of Hwy. frontage.
Plenty of trees, many,
many building sites, a
good spring. Has a view




MUST SELL. 2 bedroom












Murray - Located at
the corner of 3rd and
Main Streets and known
as the Wallis Grocery











has to offer a once in n
if etl me investment* op
pm-tunny with owner (bun
eing available and terms to










to. Mew 753 .1141
Nobs, Ihnot /s,
Ormilleelimb. /SI lin
Sam Mini III 411/4
43 Real Estate
PROPI KTY ON Ky.
Lake, I-, Jose at Lakeway.
Shorv, garage, tool
shed, lots. Call 436-
5577.
JUST A little bit of
country, 2 BR house on
14 acres with several






BR mobile home with
gas heat. window - air
conditioner. built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1







vel Sycamtwe Murray Ny
NEAR UNIVERSITY - a
single-family home with
3 or 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchen-
dining room com-
bination, utility room, or
a two family house with
separate entrances.
Also a lovely fenced-in








On U.S. 641 North.
One half acre of good














44 Lots For Sale
25 ACRES at Puryear,
Tn. 4 acres . open,
secluded building sites,




41. Lots For Sale
Lon FOR SALE: ap-
proximately two-thirds
acre wooded lot near
Kenlake Park and
Kentucky Lake. Priced
to sell, firm $900• Call
474-2337.
2 2-10 ACRES for sale,
ready to build or park
trailer, 140 ft. well
with 500 gallon septic




ONE ACRE lot on Johnny
Robertson Road-North,
$5250. Phone 753-0838
46 Homes for Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
new on market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
garage with a storage
room, central gas heat
and electric air, entry
hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining
area, kitchen with dish-
washer and disposal,
built-in stove with hood,







Place, 753-0196 or 753-
7906.
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres kt mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
brick duplex in Lynn
Grove. Nice rental
property or home for
owner, with extra in-
come. One acre lot. Call
435-4557 or 753-6881.
BY OWNER 3 BR brick
with l' 2 bath.., enclosed
garage desirable neigh- -
borhood, priced $41,000.
Call 753-4673.
FOR SALE by owner 5
miles west of Murray. 3
bedroom brick, I bath,
large living room, nice
size utility-kitchen and
dinette combination, 1





brick, each side has 2
BR, central heat and
air, stove, refrigerator,
and dishwasher, $40,000.
Call owner at 753-4470
after 5 p.m.
TWO BR block house on 3
acres, 2 BR stone house
on) acre. Located on 641
North. Call 753-6458
16 Homes For Sale
FOR A QUICK sale, 7
room house with 1;42
bath, 2 acres. 4374484
FOUR BEDROOM brick,








one bedroom, bath &
kitchen. Shady lot with
nice storage building.




house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 412-8670.
41 Motorcycles
FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE, like new 1974
Honda CL-200 and









farm tire service, truck






FOR SALE, 1949 Jeep




TRUCK TIRE 'Sale -
Hiway- tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49. Used Cars & Lucks
1971 AMC Hornet, $600.
436-2411.
1974 PINTO, automatic,
radial tires, $1075. Call
489-2595.
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have 1
high pressure hoses and fittings.













Central Shopping Center 753-5865
WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR!
SUMMERS END PRICE REDUCTION SALE!!!
Price drastically reduced!!! Owner sex sell!
This is a complete vacation dream home
package with year round living convenience.
Located in* Pirate's Cove Sub. on Jonathan Creek
with boat ramp, marina, golf course, swimming
pool, tennis courts, airport rights. What more
could you ask for?
The Unwinder on a large wooded lot in Lake
Forrest Sub. We have this elegant, 2 story Gani-
brel roof design, 3 BR, 2 bath home, built-ins, ex-
tra large living room & kitchen, fireplace, and
more. The owner has recently reduced its price!
Choice corner lot, very choice location, choice
price across the street from the university cam-pus. Beautiful bedford stone fireplace will helpyou "knock the chill" this fall in this neat & cozy
3 BR home. This could be just what you have
been looking for.
(lose To Shopping - Well kept, well built, on a
quiet and beautiful street. This neat home is in
move-in condition. A 3 BR home w/approx. 1600
sq. ft., extra large lot, large closets, a 1 and 2 car









Setting on 3 large wooded lots in Lake Forrest
Sub. we have this deluxe, year round, 3 bedroom,
142 bath brick home. It's unique energy efficient
fireplace with its heatolator connected to the
central heating unit is just one of the many
features this home as to offer. And the owner
has recently "reduced" the price!
THE NATURAL LOOK, A NATURAL DESIGN
- " you like the natural look of wood you'll love
thi iome, brand new, "never been lived in," 3
BR, 2 bath, wood beam ceilings, fireplace, built-
ins, plush wall to wall carpet, large lot. You must
see this home inside and out to fully appreciate.
NEW, year round, lakefront home brand new,
"never been lived in," 3-4 BR lakefront home. 2
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of living area, 2 bath, central
heat and air, plush wall to wall carpet, well in-
sulated fireplace, cypress wood deck on 3 sides.
All the extras you would expect in a quality built
home and at a down to earth price!
CHOICE LOT, CHOICE LOCATION - on a eon
ner lot, across the street from University cam-
pus, is this nice neat 3BR home. Beautiful Bed-
ford Stone fireplace is just one of the many ex-
tras this fine home has to offer.
23 Acres, Hwy. 94 frontage, close to Kenlake
State Resort Park.
17 Acres MA, located on Blood River ChurchRoad. Close to Keniana Sub.
CHOICE LAKE 'FRONT LOTS!! - 122 Ft. oi
Lake Frontage on Cypress Creek, this is a largt
lakefront lot in a choice location, close to 2 ful
service marinas.
3 Excellent lakefront lots, on the main lakew/deep water, in Pine Bluff Shores all on
blacktop street, w/comrnunity water'available.
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19. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE, 1957 2 door
Chevy, runs good, fair
price, $550. Phone 437-
4452.
1973 CHEVY la ton V-8
automatic, white and is
clean. 1969 Ford
Ranger, solid black, V-8
automatic, clean. Call 1-
898-3972.
--
1972 FORD LTD, blue
with black vinyl top, 4
door. Call 489-2335.
1976 CHEVY Monza, 4
speed, 20,000- miles,
$2100 or best offer. 759-
1158.
1967 FORD Galaxie, runs
good. $300. 489-2711.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
4924102 after 4:00 p.m.
- 




new 10" western white
spOke rims, with 1100
BF Goodrich all
terrain mudders. Call
437-4596 after 5 p.m.
FORD customized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




19 Used Cars & Trucks
1950 FORD Club Coup for
sale. Also restored 1962
Nash convertible. Phone
753-1271.




air, power steering and
brakes, AM-FM stereo,
call 753-9951.
1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,




dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
1972 BUICK Skylark,
power and air. 1973
Mercury station wagon.
436-2427.






1973 Chevy Wagon, 753- !
flan
MOItklit-Pha
49. Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE 1971
Chevrolet dump truck,
good condition. Call 753-
4343 or 753-4955.
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex-
cellent condition. 1973
TR 6, excellent con-




1971 SWINGER, 30 ft.
motor home, sleeps 7,
good condition. Call 753-
7537.
1966 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as










Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South Murray Ply
753-2611
72 Cher .  $2400
Malibu 2 dr. Power
Steering, Brakes, Air, ,4J,4. 
FM
72 Pont  $1150
Bonneville, 4 or. power
steering, brakes and air.
71 awry $2000.
Custom Impala, 2 dr.,
Automatic, power dewing,
brakes& air.
69 Choy. . . $4500.
2 ton truck with grain bed &
hoist
77 Clam. . . . . $5600.
zw ton, four wheel drive
pickup, automatic, power











Dwain Toryise Chevrelet, INC.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Datsun King Cab. Call _
328-8649 after 5 DIM
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tn.
This week AllafTerToad- Iron-CSC- faisis-: Glass,

















dealer. You've got a
good Thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605. "HE STILL MOURNS THE PASSINGOF THE THREE MARTINI LUNCH."51 Services Offered
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,






Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
436-5348.
B. & J HYDRAULICS..
Service calis or inshop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.
Hwy. 1346 off 94 East
Call 436-27












exterior. Also dry wall




TING, roofing, and all
kind of repair work
and clean out wells.
Noble Scarbrough, 753-
4706.
HIRE MS one day a
week to help with your
office chores. I am
hardworking, ex--
perienced, and have a
variety of skills. Call
me at 759-4878, Jen-
nifer Taylor Heegel.
ALL TYIIFS backhoe and
septic tank work. Field







Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.






Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in
America. Solar King of
Maylield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.
SMALL DOZER. Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
DO you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,















roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
GENERAL C N -
STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.




tanks, dirt and gravel












repair. Call Joe Jackson




sales and service, R. C.
Evans, 474-2748.
DO PAINTING of all
kinds, call day or night
437-4152.
ri4suutioN BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and










siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,


















Company Inc. Air con-







FREE TO good home, 14
month female setter
bird dog. 753-1493 after 5
p.m. or Saturday and
Sunday.
Sidewalk Sale • Bargains Galore- Sidewalk Sale - Bargains
SIDEWALK SI/lET CD
TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPERUD REALTY
LISTED YESTERDAY
Two bedroom brick home, 2 blocks from univer-
sity. Earn extra income with upstairs 1 bedroom
apartment with , outside entrance. Full
basement,' central natural gas heat, and 15' x 20'
brick storage building are extra nice features.
Priced to sell fast at only $31,500.
INVESTMENT PACKAGE
Located on quiet street near the university-
quaint 2 bedroom bungalow with large fireplace,
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of charm
throughout. ALSO garage apartment building
with 2 rental units-each bringing in good rate of
return. This entire package priced at $29,000.
Don't delay on this one - phone us today!
A SIXTH SENSE?
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp 3
bedroom brick home o e West side of Murray.
Keep cool this s cozy next winter with
central heat and a _ . Attached garage & covered
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper
and paneling throughout home. This will sell
fast! Phone us today! 30's.
FOUR BEDROOM BARGAIN
This could be the place you are looking for -
Property is zoned for business, but could be just
a lovely home within two blocks of the cour-
thouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
room and dining room combination with wood-
burning fireplace, also large kitchen including
range, refrigerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Price reduced to $31,000.
NEAR UNIVERSITY
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, living room, kitchen-dining room com-
bination, utility room, or a two family house vvipi
separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard.
plus an extra large garage and workshop or
storage building. 1,otir 40's.
PRESTIGE HOME
If you want a house that is different from your
neighbors, see this one! Three beautiful
bedrooms, large bathrooms, stereo intercom,
heat pump and a large upstairs game room. All
this plus fireplace, extra storage and well
decorated call us and let tIS show you this one.
COUNTRY ESTATE
An ideal home for the l_arse family. Five
bedrooms, 21/2 baths, room -with
built-in boo creation room (24 x
141, fireplrIPIllr!oom, abundant storage
ksla W
areas, loca ed 61/2 miles from Murray, additional
acreage may be purchased. Priced in the 50's.
GREAT ROOM! GREAT HOUSE!
Brand new listing and brand new home. Energy
saving 3 bedroom in Gatesborough. Heat pump,
12 inches insulation in ceiling, thermopane win-
dows, beautiful custom-designed kitchen with
breakfast island, formal dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated throughout. Take a jour-
ney to happy dream-home living and let us show
this charming home to you. 60's.
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
A Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, 1
block from university. Great location and home
is in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's.
LAKE PROPERTY
2 Bedroom home in Pine Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on this fine property.
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
Located near Kentucky Lake and having TVA
frontage, this is an opportunity to own your
private farm with easy access to swimming,
boating and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Home is very attractive and is situated on lovely
wooded lot. Also a restorable log house is on
property. Phone us for all the details.
HOUSE AND 5 ACRES
Located near Cypress Bay Resort, Kentucky
Lake view from property. House is solid older
home but needs redecorating. Property is ideal







Three bedroom home and 2 bedroom mobile
home on 21/2 acres. City water, septic system has
capacity for 6 mobile home hookups. Located
21/2 miles East of Murra) city limits. Price
reduced to $30,000.
SUMMERTIME ELEGANCE
'If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3-
story, 5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum and intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for.
EASY LIVIN'
Yes, it will be easy when you buy this
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 roWng acres.
Home was completely renovated 3 years ago and
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage
is fenced, good stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that
country estate you've always dreamed of
owning.
For Real Service In Real Estate
PRICE REDUCED $7,000
On this 70 acre farm with 35 tendable acres.
Owner moved out of state and wants to sell.
Priced now at $28,000. Don't delay on this
bargain.
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom brick home with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced backyard,
wooden deck and lots of other pleasant features
in this dream home. Just outside of city limits
and priced in the 30's.
'IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining room,
den, living room, plant room, basement and cen-
tral natural gas heat. Price now only $35,000.
MOBILE HOME
We have recently listed an exceptionally neat
and attractive mobile home located East of
Murray and the price has just been reduced
$2,500 for a fast sale. Check this out right away!
SWEET AND LOW
Older home priced to sell fast in Hazel. Home is
in very good condition and has had recent
redecoration and addition of insulation. Very
economical utility bills and excellent bargain
at $14,900.
UJust listed this spacious 
 LISTED
eclose to schools in
a nice neighborhood. Three bedrooms, formal
dining room, large sewing closet, recreation
room, large garage, cypress deck in backyard
and storage galore. Priced in the 40's.
LINCOLN SLEPT HERE
Just listed this genuine log cabin close to Ky.
Lake. Year-round living with lots of space. Three
bedrooms and large fireplace in living room, one
acre lot. Priced to sell.
FLORIDA ROOM IN MURRAY
Our newest listing ison a prett anciscaped cor-
ner lot. Great retirement :" r starter home
for young r room, 1/2 baths, all
ar-,liances lir-We room that looks out on a
fen, 'backyard. A workshop that Is wired with




"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom; 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets, heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a few of the quality features of
this home. The price is right! 30's.
KEYED TO CONVENIENCE
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, amith fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive, and decor throughout.
Extra, Extra: larre modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
--Good value. Priced in the high 30's.
PLEASING PRICE
Charming 2 bedroom home near Kentucky Lake
Home has attractive kitchen-den combination,
lovely fireplace in the living room, new wall-to-
wall carpeting, new drapes and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at only $14,500. -Don't delay
phone today on this bona fide bargain...
RUSTIC CHARM
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric heat pump,
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
Phone us today for more information. Low 60's.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES
Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
brick home with central heat and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!
55 ACRES
Located just off Highway 280, approximately 5'
miles from Murray. Approximately 30 tendable
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The funeral for Mrs.
William Paul oFrances)
Dailey, Sc., will be held
tonight (Thursday at six p.m.
at the First Baptist Church.
Murray, with the Rev. Dr. H.
P. Paschall. the Rev. James
Garland and the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Horne of Hazel where
friends may call until the
funeral hour.
Mrs. Dailey„, Sr., age 71,
died Tuesday'at-tweive noon
at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Memphis, Tenn. She
was a member of the Hazel
Baptist, Church.
Survivors are her husband,
the Rev. William Paul Dailey.
Sr.: one daughter. Mrs. Calvin
Key. Hazel; one son. Paul
Dailey, Jr.. Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Ralph Wilcox,
Murray; one brother. Ralph
Blakely, Puryear, Tenn.: five
grandchildren: one great
grandson.
Beale Street, Murray, died
Wednesday at 5:45 "p.m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 82 years of age and
a member of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray. Mrs. Fretz
was a retired lady detective
for Stix-Baer-Fuller Depart-
ment Store, St. Louis, Mo.
Born Dec. 13, 1898. in St.
Louis, Mo., she was the
. daughter of the late Mr. and
RicIi;41  Wilsti • —
Mrs. Fretz is survived by
two sons, Raymond Fretz, 502
Beale Street, Murray, and
Joseph Fretz, St. Louis, Mo.:
one granddaughter. Miss Joan
Fretz, St. Louia, Mo.
The funeral will be held
Friday at nine am. at at.
Leo's Catholic Church with the
Rev. Martin Mattingly • of-
ficiating. Prayers will be said
at seven p.m. tonight
iThursday 1 at the Max
Churchill Funeral • Home
where- fnends May call from
six to nine p.m. tonight.
Pallbearers will be Alex
-Wafter
Michael, Albert Gardner,
Robert Rowan, and Henry
Bile.
Burial will .be at 430 p.m.
Friday in the St. John's
Cemetery in St. Louis, Mo.
Funeral services for Joel A.
Crawford, retired mailman of
Lynn Grove. are being held
talky at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
John Archer and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating. Gus
Robertson, Jr.. is soloist, and
Richard Jones is organist.
Active pallbearers are John
Lassiter, Carroll M. Rogers,
Benny Jackson. Bob Kemp,
Ed Morton, and Glen Kelso.
Honorary pallbearers are Carl
Lockhart, Clay: Smith, Lee
Redden, J. 11. Story, Gene.'
Rogers, Vernon Roberts,
Lennis Hale, Alvie Farris,
011ie Cooper, Mahlon
Derringtortagoodrow Tarry.
W. C. Lancaster, Fleetwood
Crouch, Gordon Crouch, and
Norman Lee..
Burial will follow in the
Goshen Cemetery.
Mr. Crawford, age 84. died
Tuesday at 1:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway. . County
Hospital. He and his wife, the
former Lottie Young. who
survives, were married Feb.
10, 1921.
Survivors include his wife,
Lottie; two daughters, Mrs.
Bob Wycoff, Sunnyvale, Calif.,
and Ms. Josephine Crawford,
Hillsboro, Calif.; two sons,
Donald and Glenn Crawford,
Lynn Grove,....one brother,





A homecoming will be
held Sunday, Aug. 6, at the
New 1911. CarMel MISsforiaty-
Baptist Church, located
twelve miles .south of
.Murray on Highway 121
South.
Sunday School will be at
ten a.m. with - the pastor, the
Rev. George White, as the
speaker at the elven a.m.
services. A special note
burning ceremony denoting
the church as debt free will
be held during the morning
service
A basket lunch will be
served- at nbon with special
singing in the afternoon by
the Holt Fain. ily of Kottawa
and The Kings Sons.
The church and the pastor
extends a special invitation
to all former pastors and
members to attend to be a
part of this homecoming
celebration.
TOP SERGEANTS — Sgt. Maj. John Warren, left, of Sharpe and Sgt. 1st Class Walter
King of Murray take a break during tank firing at the Ft. Knox range. The two Reservists
in the 100th Training Division returned home Saturday after completing two weeks of
summer camp with their units at Ft. Knox. Warren, former first sergeant of the Murray
cwopany, is the battalion sergeant major in Paducah. King is the cUrrent first sergeant
for the Murray Reserve .unit. This year the 100th Division Reservists received training
with tanks and other armor equipment as part of the change in mission for the unit.
Apathy Exists For Ones
Living On Giant Fault
By BILL GARDNER
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELF-S (AP) — I
sometimes wonder if maybe
these' scientists warning of
the -Big Quake- aren't in
cahoots with my mom.
She's always telling me I
ought to come home and get
the heck out of California
before it's too late. It's-Only
a matter of time, she says,
before an earthquake knocks
my house off its hillside
Now Comes this news
story: -Scientists at the
Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Md., say new
Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meet Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accep_ted Masons
will meet Saturday, Aug. 5.
at seven p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Work will be in the Fellow
Craft degree. All Fellow
Craft Masons are urged to
-attend, according—to -Larry




The annual summer revival
of the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church is scheduled for
August 7-13 at 7:45 p.m. each
evening_ The sooday morning
schedule will include Sunday
hoot at 10:00 and the wor-
ship service at 10:55.
The evangelist for the
meeting will be the Rev.
Heyward Roberts, pastor of
the Flint Baptist Church of
Murray.
Singing and special music is
pinned for all the services
according to Jack Miller,
Music Director.
Everyone is invited to share
in these special services ac-
cording to the pastor of the
church, Gerald Owen.
When we say below cost - We MEAN BELOW COST/
Come and see - you'll be surprised (Ybu might be sur-
prised at all the other extra savings you'll find)
1st Coma lit Served
calculations suggest that the
next major earthquake on
the San Andreas fault may
be larger and _might occur
sooner than expected."
It's true, of course, that
there aren't many ear-
thquakes or hillside perches
where I grew up in central
Illinois. It might be nice and
safe to go back, but I'm
---going to stay right here and
take my chances with the
big one.
I've hardly seen a bolt of_ _ _
-lightfun- g1W -the Six years
I've been here. . No tor-
nadoes, no snow, no icy
roads, not Many muggy
days. And if I have to risk
an earthquake' for all this,
well, nothing's free.
Mrs. Robley Evans, who
came here with her husband
from Wisconsin in 1959, feels
the same way. They lived in
the San Fernando Valley
when the San Fernando
quake struck in February







The Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church, located
east of Dexter off Highwa
1346 on the Brooks Chapel







Special singing will be held
throughout the week with an
old fashioned night scheduled
for Wednesday.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said
the San Fernando Valley in
1971. A few days after the
quake, Nemes said he was
"definitely considering
leaving Los Angeles." '
Seven years later, Nemes
is still here.
One measure of the
concern people here have
about earthquakes is that
less than 5 percent of the
homeowners had earthquake
insurance at the time of the
1971 quake. It's about the
same today.
The- 1i-iii11cla-ifaiike-
was a big quake but not the
Big Quake. It measured 6.6 ,
on the Richter Scale, but
scientists say a quake of
more than 8.0 is /due in
Southern California.
They .figure an 8.0 quake
— which scientists consider
a "great" quake — should
occur on each segment of
the San Andreas Fault every
100 years:
—The Bell 'City "Church oi
Christ, located at Bell City,
will hold a gospel meeting
starting Sunday, Aug. 6, and
continuing through Saturday,
Aug. 12.
Set-vices will be held
nightly at 7:45 with the
guest speaker to be Billy





Methodist Church will hold
revival services starting
Sunday, Aug:• 6, and con-,
tinuing through Friday, Aug.
11.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening with the guest
speaker to be the Rev.
Clarence Haire of the First
United Methodist Church,
Mayfield.
Special music will he
presented each evening, and
the public is invited to attend,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev, Jim Glass.
The Kingsmen Gospel
Group of Auburn, Ala., led by
Sandford Holt, will present a
program of music at the Union
Ridge 4aptist Church,
,Aurora, on Sunday, Aug. 6, at
7:30 p.m.
The same group will also
present a prograropi rnusiesl,'
the 'MI. Olive 'Methodist
Church at Pryorsburg on
ova_
THE REV. WILLIAM HART
will be the evangelist at the
summer revival services to
be held at the Goshen
United Methodist Church
starting Sunday, Aug. 6, and
continuing through-- friday,
Aug. 11. Rev. Hart, a former
pastor of Goshen, is now
serving at the Epworth
United Methodist Church in
Memphis, Tenn. Services will
be held at 7:30 each evening
and the public is cordially in-




Larry Wilson will be the
speaker at both services at the
Green Plain Church of Christ
on Sunday, August 6.
Mr. Wilson and his wife
Lana, returned from the West
African nation of Ivory Coast
in June, after a second tour
and four years of labor there.
While in Ivory Coast, they
lived in the city of Abidjan,
working in the city and the
surroilnding area.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
are natives of Hazel, and
-attended school at Hazel- and
Calloway County High School.
The public is invited to hear
these groups at the two
churches on Saturda and
Sunday.
be at 10:45 a.m. and fi• 00 pin.
The public is cordia invited
to attend, a church sp aesman
said.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
— A woman apparently
distraught over the suicide
of her husband pushed her
seven children off an 11th-
floor hotel balcony in
downtown Salt Lake City
today, then jumped herself,
police said. The woman and
four of the children were
killed.
Hospital spokesmen said
three children were in
critical condition with
multiple fractures and head
injuries.
Police Maj. Harry Parke
said the woman pushed the
children before jumping
herself. He said she ap-
parently was distraught over
the death of her husband,
Bruce Longo, Wednesday
night. Parke said the death
was reported as a suicide
but he was unable to give
details.
Parke said the family had
been living in the Inter-
national Dunes Hotel, where
the incident took place, for
several months.
BOSTON (AP) — Doctors
are stitching electronic heart
pacemakers into the chests
of people who don't need
them, says a new study.
The report, prepared at
the University of Oregon,
recommends the sometimes
risky operations be limited
to patients with serious
heart illness.
About 200,000 Americans
now carry the battery-
powered heart regulators.
While the researchers
declined to speculate on how
many received them
needlessly, they said many
doctors install them in
people who are relatively
healthy but show presumed
signs of later heart trouble.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
the Watergate investigation,
he had the power of the
courts. But the same clout
wasn't available in the probe
of South Korean influence-
buying in Congress, says
Leon Jaworski, who is en-
ding his investigation.
Congress applied all the
pressure it could in an
unsuccessful effort to get
sworn testimony from for-
mer South Korean
ambassador Kim Dong Jo
about alleged payoffs to
between six and 10 congress
— some still in Congress,




opposition, Jaworski has won
House approval of a $56
million cut in economic aid
to South Korea: But he said
Congress could not risk
"having a bloodbath in
South Korea" by cutting off
U.S. military aid.
WASHINGT.Oti (AP) — A
Senate vote to free many
small businesses from
federal safety and health
regulations would deprive
millions of workers of their
"fundamental human
rights," according to Labor
Department officials.
But backers of the
proposal that passed Wed,
nesday said the move would
ease the regulatory burden
on small businesses.
The proposal, sponsored
by Sen. Dewey Bartlett, R-
Okla., would mean that
businesses with 10 workers
or less in a non-hazardous
industry would no longer be
subject to inspection by
OSHA officials.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.9.
Below dam 300.1, down 2.0.
Barkley -Lalrer-7•-4,nr -Mt .
Below dam 305.0, down 1.3.
Sunset: 8:03 p.m. Sunrise:
6:30 a.m.
LEITCHFIELD, Ky. (AP)
— Grayson County will -
observe its annual .
homecoming Sunday with a
day of singing, fiddling and
other festivities.
Honorary guests at this
year's homecoming will be
Mrs. Pauline Dunn of
Louisville, who won the U.S.
Spelling Championship in
1926 as a pupil at a Clarkson
school, and the Lashley
quadruplets of Louisville,
who were born in 1941 on a
farm west of Leitchfield.
The program will be held
at Grayson Springs, east of
Leitchfield.
Federal State Market News Service
August 3.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 435 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady to be lower in-
stances $1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 147.0047.25
few $47.50
US 1-3 200-2401bs. 1146.50-47.00
US 2-4240-000 lbs. 445.50-46.50
US 3-4260-260 lba 844.50-45.50
Sows
US 1-2270-360 lbs 1311.00-39.00
US 1,3 300-500 lbs 137.00-38.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. . $38.00-39.00
US 1-3 500-850 lbs. 139.00-40.00
few $40.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 535.00-36.00
Boars 627.00-31.00
Prices of stock of locl interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & llmes by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows
Az Products 3144 +%
American Motors 5% -%
Ashland Oil 37% -1/4
American Telephone 61% +144
Ford Motor 41144 +1%
General Care 11413, 20A.
General Motors 44% +%
General Tire 26% +44
Goodrich Zilli +1/4
Hardees 15% +%









YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"







If you think service is an important part of
your purchase you will think it's important to
shop Murray Appliance.
*90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months to Pay
WeeTelivery- — — —
*Service The Same Day You Call
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